8:30am - 9:30am  Politicals Meeting
   Video call:  
   Where:  Room 3400
   Calendar:  Daniel Jorjani
   Created by:  Gisella Ojeda-dodds

11am - 11:30am  Meet with Julie Lillie, Exec. Sec
   Video call:  
   Where:  Room 7312
   Calendar:  Daniel Jorjani
   Created by:  Gisella Ojeda-dodds
   Who:  Daniel Jorjani, Juliette Lillie

12pm - 1pm  Lunch
   Video call:  
   Calendar:  Daniel Jorjani
   Created by:  Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 2pm  Daily Leadership Meeting
   Video call:  
   Where:  6340
   Calendar:  Kevin Haugrud
   Created by:  Mariagrazia Caminiti
   Who:  Daniel Jorjani, James Cason, Douglas Domenech, Gareth Rees, Catherine Gulac, Edward Keable

1:30pm - 2:30pm  weekly Admin w/MarcS
   Where:  JH/O
   Who:  Kevin Haugrud, Edward Keable, Marc Smith, Daniel Jorjani

3:30pm - 4:30pm  Meet and Greet w/SOL Associates and Regional SOLs
   Video call:  
   Where:  participant code: SOL ConfRm. 6340
   Who:  Karen Hawbecker, Ann Navaro, Kevin Haugrud, Melinda Loftin, kaprice.harris@nasa.gov, Marc Smith, Keith Saxe, Eric Shepard, James Schindler, SOL-Regional Solicitors, Laura Brown, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Daniel Jorjani, Edward Keable
   Going?  Yes

4:30pm - 5pm  Return Call List
   Video call:  
   Calendar:  Daniel Jorjani
   Created by:  Gisella Ojeda-dodds
   Description:  1/24/2017 @ 3:05PM - Johnny w/VP office 224-8009
Wed Jan 25, 2017

11:30am - 12pm  Correspondence Meeting
Video call:
Where: Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani's Office)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Juliette Lillie, Arnetrice Knight

12pm - 1pm  Lunch
Video call:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 2pm  Daily Leadership Meeting
Video call:
Where: 6340
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Gareth Rees, Douglas Domenech, James Cason, Catherine Gulac, Daniel Jorjani, Edward Keable

3pm - 4pm  Meeting with Jim Cason - Re: Notice of ROD Availability
Video call:
Where: Room 5112
Calendar: Jean Parrish
Who: Scott Cameron, Juliette Lillie, David Murillo, Douglas Domenech, Catherine Gulac, Kerry Rae, Melissa Simpson, megbloomgren@gmail.com, Jean Parrish, Daniel Jorjani, James Cason, Micah Chambers, Gareth Rees, megbloomgren@ios.doi.gov, Edward Keable

Thu Jan 26, 2017

10:30am - 11am  Correspondence Meeting
Video call:
Where: Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani's Office)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Arnetrice Knight, Juliette Lillie
11:30am - 12:10pm  Meeting with BLM on F.R.

Video call:

Where: Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani's Office)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Katharine MacGregor, Mark Lawyer, Juliette Lillie, Richard Cardinale, Kristin Bail, Jerome Perez, Kathleen Benedetto
Description: The purpose of the meeting will be to discuss the recent withdrawals of land and the status and importance of these items and whether any of the exceptions to the WH regulatory memo should apply to going forward in the near future. Specifically regarding the following Federal Register Withdrawals: - Dakotas Resource Advisory Council - Oregon Resource Advisory Council - Utah Resource Advisory Council - WY Plats of Survey Attendees: - Dan Jorjani, Deputy Chief of Staff - Julie Lillie, Director, Office of the Executive Secretariat - Mark Lawyer, Deputy Director - Policy & Regulatory Affairs, Executive Secretariat - Richard Cardinale, Chief of Staff, Bureau of Land Management - Kristin Bail, Acting Director, BLM - Jerome Perez, Acting National Deputy Director of Operations, BLM - Katharine Macgregor, BLM

12pm - 1pm  Lunch

Video call:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 2pm  Daily Leadership Meeting

Video call:

Where: 6340
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Gareth Rees, Daniel Jorjani, Edward Keable, Douglas Domenech, Nancy Guiden, James Cason, Catherine Gulac

2:30pm - 3:10pm  Meeting with NPS and Exec. Sec.

Video call:

Where: Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani’s Office)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Maureen Foster, Mark Lawyer, Juliette Lillie, Virginia Johnson
Description: To discuss the recent withdrawals of land, the status and importance of these items and whether any of the exceptions to the WH regulatory memo should apply to going forward in the near future. Specifically to discuss: - FWS notice of availability for Draft conservation plan and Draft EA for Little Sandy National Wildlife Refuge - NPS notice of availability for FEIA for Alcatraz Ferry Embarkation Project Attendees: - Dan Jorjani, Deputy Chief of Staff - Julie Lillie, Director, Office of the Executive Secretariat - Mark Lawyer, Deputy Director - Policy & Regulatory Affairs, Executive Secretariat - Maureen Foster, Chief of Staff, Office of the Assistant Secretary for Fish & Wildlife & Parks
Daniel Jorjani

3:30pm - 4pm  Meeting with Melinda Loftin, Ethics
Video call:

Where: Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani’s Office)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Melinda Loftin, Margaret Bradley
Description:
Attendees: Dan Jorjani, Deputy Chief of Staff Melinda Loftin, Ethics Specialist, Ethics Office

3:30pm - 4:30pm  Senior Staff Meeting
Where: SOL Conference Room 6340
Calendar: Edward Keable
Who:
SOL-Associate & Regional Solicitors, Karen Richardson, SOL-Field Solicitors, Daniel Jorjani, Marc Smith, Kevin Haugrud, Joshua Campbell, Downey Magallanes, Erica Niebauer, Stephen Palmer, Edward Keable, Richard Goeken, Sharon Pudwill, James Schindler, Gary Lawkowski
Description:
CALL IN INFORMATION: [b] (5) [b] (5) / Participant Code [b] (5) [b] (5) (leadercode: [b] (5) [b] (5))

5pm - 5:30pm  Return Call List
Video call:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Description: 1/26/2017 at 10:35AM - Jeff Wood at DOJ

Fri Jan 27, 2017

8:30am - 9:30am  Politicals Meeting
Video call:

Where: Room 3400
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

10am - 10:15am  Call with Nikki Buffa
Video call:

Where: Mr. Jorjani to call Ms. Buffa at 310-529-9127
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Nikki Buffa, Daniel Jorjani

10:30am - 11am  Meeting with FWS and Exec Sec
Video call:

Where: Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani’s Office)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Juliette Lillie, Charisa Morris, Maureen Foster, Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin, Russell Roddy
11am - 11:30am  Meet with Debbie Cousins
Video call:
Where: Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani’s Office)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Debbie Cousins

11:30am - 12pm  Correspondence Meeting
Video call:
Where: Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani’s Office)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Juliette Lillie, Arnetrice Knight

12pm - 1pm  Lunch
Video call:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

2pm - 2:30pm  Daily Leadership Meeting
Video call:
Where: 6340
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Catherine Gulac, Daniel Jorjani, Edward Keable, Douglas Domenech, Gareth Rees, Nancy Guiden, James Cason

3:30pm - 4pm  Daily Meeting with Melinda Loftin
Video call:
Where: Room 5309
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Melinda Loftin, Kimberly Benton
Description: Attendees: Dan Jorjani, Deputy Chief of Staff Melinda Loftin, Ethics Specialist, Ethics Office

5pm - 7pm  Politica尔斯 Happy Hour
Video call:
Where: Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani’s Office)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
11am - 11:30am  Meeting with USGS and Exec Sec
Video call:

Where: Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani's Office) and Dial-in: 1-866-581-6824 and code:7666630
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Mark Lawyer, Arnetrice Knight, Juliette Lillie, Jeffrey Parrillo, James Sayer, Christina Bartlett
Description: Meeting with USGS regarding FR withdrawal of renewal of currently approved information collection. Attendees: - Dan Jorjani, Deputy Chief of Staff - Julie Lillie, Director, Office of the Executive Secretariat - Mark Lawyer, Deputy Director - Policy & Regulatory Affairs, Executive Secretariat - Jeffrey Parrillo, Departmental Information Collection Clearance Lead, Office of the Chief Information Officer, Information and Technology Management Division - James Sayer, Records and Information Management Specialist, USGS

11:30am - 12pm  Correspondence Meeting
Video call:

Where: Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani's Office)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Juliette Lillie, Arnetrice Knight

12pm - 1pm  Lunch
Video call:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 1:30pm  IT set up in room 5126
Video call:

Where: Room 5126
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Jerrell Calhoun, Daniel Jorjani

1:30pm - 2pm  BisonConnect Training
Video call:

Where: 6136
Calendar: Rebecca Wilkerson
Who: Gisella Ojeda-dodds, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Rebecca Wilkerson, Daniel Jorjani, Kevin Fossett, Sylvia Burns
3pm - 3:45pm  Acting Assistant Secretaries weekly Meeting with Jim Cason.
Video call:
Where: Conf Rm 6120
Calendar: Gareth Rees
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Jason Larrabee, Catherine Callaway, Tracie Lassiter, Katharine MacGregor, James Cason, Tameka Lewis-Robinson, Michael Black, Todd Wynn, Kevin Haugrud, Virginia Johnson, Thomas Irwin, Andrea Travnickek, John Tahsuda, Micah Chambers, Kerry Rae, Benjamin Cassidy, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Lori Mashburn, Edward Keable, Timothy Williams, Jonathan Andrew, Maureen Foster, Nikolao Pula, Michael Anderson, Amy Holley, Daniel Jorjani, David Bernhardt, Roslyn Sellars, Laura Rigas, Scott Cameron, Downey Magallanes, Harry Humbert, Joseph Balash, Amanda Kaster, Gareth Rees, Douglas Domenech, Richard Cardinale, Gary Lawkowski, Shirley Lewis, Todd Willens
Description: POC: Cathy Gulac, 208-1739

4pm - 5pm  Internal Discussion
Video call:
Where: Room 6114
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

5pm - 6pm  Return Call List
Video call:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Description: 1/30/2017 at 4:40PM - Bob Comer 720-226-3792

Tue Jan 31, 2017

8:30am - 9:30am  Beachhead Team Tuesday Morning Briefing
Video call:
Where: Room 3400
Calendar: Natalie Davis
Who: Marshall Critchfield, kmbenedetto11@gmail.com, Tucker Davis, Caroline Boulton, Benjamin Keel, James Schindler, Casey Hammond, Katharine MacGregor, megbloomgren@gmail.com, Amanda Kaster, thomas.p.c.baptiste@gmail.com, James Cason, Melissa Simpson, Timothy Williams, rustyroddy@yahoo.com, Wadi Yakhour, Thomas Dickens, Micah Chambers, Ricky Puckett, Scott Cameron, Virginia Johnson, Christine Bauserman, Nancy Guiden, Natalie Davis, Douglas Domenech, Daniel Jorjani

8:30am - 9:30am  Politics Meeting
Video call:
Where: Room 3400
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
9:30am - 10am  Meeting with L. Michael Bogert
Video call:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: James Schindler, Daniel Jorjani, Katharine MacGregor, Kathleen Benedetto, tperry@martenlaw.com, mbogert@parsonsbehle.com
Description:
Attendees with DOI: - Daniel Jorjani, Deputy Chief of Staff - James Schindler, Office of the Solicitor - Katherine MacGregor, Special Assistant, Assistant Secretary - Lands & Minerals Man. - Kathleen Benedetto, Bureau of Land Management Others: - L. Michael Bogert, on behalf of Utah Governor Gary Herbert and the State of Utah - Tom Perry, Counsel to Idaho Governor Butch Otter

10am - 10:30am  Correspondence Meeting
Video call:
Where: Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani’s Office)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Arnetrice Knight, Daniel Jorjani, Juliette Lillie

11:30am - 12:15pm  DOI/DOJ Coordination call
Video call:
Where: 6351 JH/O 866-704-2863 participant code: 3433355
Who: angela.owens@usdoj.gov, Kevin Haugrud, Daniel Jorjani, Mariagrazia Caminiti, jean.williams@usdoj.gov
Going? Yes

12pm - 1pm  Lunch
Video call:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

2:30pm - 3:30pm  Coal Bankruptcy mtg w/SOL et al.
Video call:
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Alfred Elser, Ruth Heese, Briana Collier, Art Kleven, Matthew McKeown, Douglas Domenech, bneuman@blm.gov, Michael Nedd, Jean Parrish, Glenda Owens, Terri Debin, Katharine MacGregor, James Cason, Richard Cardinale, James Schindler, Daniel Jorjani, Gisella Ojeda-dodds, David Berry, Catherine Gulac, Karen Hawbecker, Amanda Kaster
**3:30pm - 4pm  Daily Meeting with Melinda Loftin**

*Video call:*

*Where:* Room 5309  
*Calendar:* Daniel Jorjani  
*Created by:* Gisella Ojeda-dodds  
*Who:* Kimberly Benton, Melinda Loftin, Daniel Jorjani  
*Description:* Attendees: Dan Jorjani, Deputy Chief of Staff Melinda Loftin, Ethics Specialist, Ethics Office

**5pm - 6pm  Daily Leadership Meeting**

*Video call:*

*Where:* 6340  
*Calendar:* Kevin Haugrud  
*Created by:* Mariagrazia Caminiti  
*Who:* Edward Keable, Scott Hommel, James Cason, Nancy Guiden, Daniel Jorjani, Douglas Domenech

**Wed Feb 1, 2017**

**10am - 10:10am  Office items with Gisella**

*Video call:*

*Where:* Dan's office  
*Calendar:* Daniel Jorjani  
*Created by:* Gisella Ojeda-dodds  
*Who:* Daniel Jorjani, Gisella Ojeda-dodds

**12pm - 1pm  Lunch**

*Video call:*

*Calendar:* Daniel Jorjani  
*Created by:* Gisella Ojeda-dodds

**12:30pm - 1pm  Correspondence Meeting**

*Video call:*

*Where:* Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani's Office)  
*Calendar:* Daniel Jorjani  
*Created by:* Gisella Ojeda-dodds  
*Who:* Juliette Lillie, Daniel Jorjani, Arnetrice Knight

**1pm - 2pm  Brainstorm Session w/Scott & Dan**

*Video call:*

*Where:* TBD  
*Calendar:* Nancy Guiden  
*Who:* Daniel Jorjani, Gisella Ojeda-dodds, Scott Hommel, Nancy Guiden
Daniel Jorjani

3:30pm - 4pm  Daily Meeting with Melinda Loftin
Video call:
(b) (5)
Where: Room 5309
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Melinda Loftin, Kimberly Benton
Description:
Attendees: Dan Jorjani, Deputy Chief of Staff Melinda Loftin, Ethics Specialist, Ethics Office

4:30pm - 5pm  King Cove Group - Room 6120
Video call:
(b) (5)
Where: Room 6120
Calendar: James Cason
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Gisella Ojeda-dodds, Catherine Gulac, Gareth Rees, Daniel Jorjani, Melissa Simpson, James Cason, Douglas Domenech

5pm - 6pm  Daily Leadership Meeting
Video call:
(b) (5)
Where: 6340
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Scott Hommel, Daniel Jorjani, Douglas Domenech, James Cason, Edward Keable

5pm - 6pm  Sr. Staff Meeting
Video call:
(b) (5)
Where: Scott's Ofc.
Calendar: Scott Hommel
Created by: Nancy Guiden
Who: James Cason, Douglas Domenech, Lori Mashburn, Scott Hommel, Daniel Jorjani

Thu Feb 2, 2017

9:30am - 10:30am  OIG Meeting with Jim Cason
Video call:
(b) (5)
Where: Room 5112
Calendar: James Cason
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Mariagrazia Caminiti, Douglas Domenech, Kevin Haugrud, James Cason, Mary Kendall, Daniel Jorjani, Edward Keable, Karen Edwards
11:30am - 12pm  Correspondence Meeting
Video call:

Where: Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani’s Office)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Juliette Lillie, Arnetrice Knight

12pm - 1pm  Lunch
Video call:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 2pm  DMR Weekly Managers Mtg
Where: participant code: leader:
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Who: Gary Lawkowski, Karen Hawbecker, Bovard, Tom, Richard McNeer, Daniel Jorjani, Daugherty, Dennis

1pm - 1:30pm  Rusty Patched Bumble Bee Listing Determination Briefing
Video call:

Where: Room 6136
Calendar: Gary Frazer
Created by: Lois Wellman
Description: Dan’s schedule changed so we rescheduled meeting to 1:00 PM

2pm - 3pm  Daily Leadership Meeting
Video call:

Where: 6340
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Nancy Guiden, Edward Keable, James Cason, Daniel Jorjani, Scott Hommel, Douglas Domenech

3:30pm - 4pm  Daily Meeting with Melinda Loftin
Video call:

Where: Room 5309
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Melinda Loftin, Kimberly Benton
Description: Attendees: Dan Jorjani, Deputy Chief of Staff Melinda Loftin, Ethics Specialist, Ethics Office
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3:30pm - 4:30pm</td>
<td><strong>Senior Staff Meeting</strong></td>
<td>Where: SOL Conference Room 6340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Calendar: Edward Keable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Who: SOL-Associate &amp; Regional Solicitors, Karen Richardson, SOL-FieldSolicitors, Daniel Jorjani, Marc Smith, Kevin Haugrud, Joshua Campbell, Downey Magallanes, Erica Niebauer, Stephen Palmer, Edward Keable, Richard Goeken, Sharon Pudwill, James Schindler, Gary Lawkowski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Description: CALL IN INFORMATION / Participant Code (leadercode: )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri Feb 3, 2017</td>
<td><strong>Politicals Meeting</strong></td>
<td>Video call:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30am - 9:30am</td>
<td></td>
<td>Where: Room 3400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Calendar: Natalie Davis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Who: Melissa Simpson, Wadi Yakhour, Scott Cameron, Scott Hommel, Virginia Johnson, Douglas Domenech, Ricky Puckett, Downey Magallanes, Daniel Jorjani, James Cason, Katharine MacGregor, Lori Mashburn, <a href="mailto:megan_bloomgren@ios.doi.gov">megan_bloomgren@ios.doi.gov</a>, Russell Roddy, Amanda Kaster, Kathleen Benedetto, James Schindler, Micah Chambers, Marshall Critchfield, Caroline Boulton, Thomas Baptiste, Thomas Dickens, Timothy Williams, Nancy Guiden, Benjamin Keel, Casey Hammond, Christine Bauserman, Natalie Davis, Heather Swift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30am - 9:30am</td>
<td><strong>Politicals Meeting</strong></td>
<td>Video call:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Where: Room 3400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Calendar: Daniel Jorjani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11am - 12pm</td>
<td><strong>weekly Admin w/MarcS</strong></td>
<td>Where: JH/O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Who: Daniel Jorjani, Edward Keable, Marc Smith, Kevin Haugrud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30am - 12pm</td>
<td><strong>Correspondence Meeting</strong></td>
<td>Video call:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Where: Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani's Office)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Calendar: Daniel Jorjani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Who: Daniel Jorjani, Juliette Lillie, Arnetrice Knight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2pm - 3pm</td>
<td><strong>Daily Leadership Meeting</strong></td>
<td>Video call:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Where: 6340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Calendar: Kevin Haugrud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Who: Jean Parrish, Edward Keable, Scott Hommel, Douglas Domenech, Daniel Jorjani, Nancy Guiden, James Cason</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mon Feb 6, 2017

3:30pm - 4pm  Daily Meeting with Melinda Loftin

Video call:  

Where: Room 5309  
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani  
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds  
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Melinda Loftin, Kimberly Benton  
Description:  
Attendees: Dan Jorjani, Deputy Chief of Staff Melinda Loftin, Ethics Specialist, Ethics Office

11:30am - 12pm  Correspondence Meeting

Video call:  

Where: Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani’s Office)  
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani  
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds  
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Arnetrice Knight, Douglas Domenech, Juliette Lillie, Markee Connors

12pm - 1pm  Lunch

Video call:  

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani  
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 2pm  DOI/DOJ Coordination call

Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNlLmNhbWlua

Where: 866-704-2863 participant code: 3433355  
Who: jeffrey.wood@usdoj.gov, jean.williams@usdoj.gov, eric.grant@usdoj.gov, Edward Keable, Daniel Jorjani, angela.owens@usdoj.gov, Kevin Haugrud, Gisella Ojeda-dodds, James Schindler, Mariagrazia Caminiti, shanedda.bogan@usdoj.gov  
Going?  Yes

2pm - 3pm  Daily Leadership Meeting

Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVkQHNvbC5k

Calendar: Kevin Haugrud  
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti  
Who: Scott Hommel, Edward Keable, Douglas Domenech, James Cason, Daniel Jorjani
3pm - 4pm  Acting Assistant Secretaries weekly Meeting with Jim Cason.
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/doi-gov-pkrlIn3?hceid=amFtZXNfY2Fzbs25AaW9zLmI

Where:  Conf Rm 6120
Calendar:  Gareth Rees
Created by:  Jean Parrish
Who:  Laura Rigas, Maureen Foster, Michael Black, Timothy Williams, KerryRae, Richard Cardinale, Todd Wynn, Lori Mashburn, Nikolao Pula, DouglasDomenech, Andrea Travniecek, Kevin Haugrud, Daniel Jorjani, ShirleyLewis, David Bernhardt, Tameka Lewis-Robinson, Gary Lawkowski, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Roslyn Sellars, Virginia Johnson, Katherine MacGregor, Amy Holley, Gareth Rees, Todd Willens, Downey Magallanes, Scott Cameron, James Cason, Amanda Kaster, Thomas Irwin, Jason Larrabee, Catherine Callaway, Micah Chambers, Tracie Lassiter, Joseph Balash, Michael Anderson, Benjamin Cassidy, Edward Keable, John Tahsuda
Description:  POC: Cathy Gulac, 208-1739

3:30pm - 6pm  HOLD - Out of office meeting
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9z

Calendar:  Daniel Jorjani
Created by:  Gisella Ojeda-dodds

4:30pm - 5pm  Return Call List
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9z

Calendar:  Daniel Jorjani
Created by:  Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Description:  2/6/2017 @ 10:20AM - Marty Whitmore - 303-886-0597

Tue Feb 7, 2017

8:30am - 9:30am  Politicals Meeting
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/natalie-davis?hceid=bmF0YWxpZV9kYZpc0Bpb3Mi

Where:  Room 3400
Calendar:  Natalie Davis

9:45am - 10:15am  Meeting with Downey Magallanes & James Schindler
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9z:

Where: Room 6136
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Downey Magallanes, James Schindler
11:30am - 12pm  Correspondence Meeting  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAAW9:  
Where: Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani's Office)  
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani  
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds  
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Juliette Lillie, Arnetrice Knight  

12pm - 1pm  Lunch  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAAW9:  
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani  
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds  

2pm - 3pm  Daily Leadership Meeting  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVkQHNvbC5k  
Where: 6340  
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud  
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti  
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Edward Keable, Douglas Domenech, James Cason, Nancy Guiden, Scott Hommel  

3:30pm - 5pm  Scheduling Zinke-10 days out  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/nancy-guiden?hceid=bmFuY3lfZ3VpZGVuQGlvcy5k  
Where: Dan's Office Room 6140  
Calendar: Scott Hommel  
Created by: Nancy Guiden  
Who: Scott Hommel, megan_bloomgren@ios.doi.gov, megbloomgren@gmail.com, Daniel Jorjani, Timothy Williams, Micah Chambers, Caroline Boulton, Douglas Domenech, Heather Swift  
Description: Location change to Dan's office, Room 6140  

Wed Feb 8, 2017  

9:30am - 10am  Meeting with Acting NPS Director Michael Reynolds  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAAW9:  
Where: Room 6136  
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani  
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds  
Who: Michael Reynolds, Daniel Jorjani, Janice DeSordi  

10:30am - 11:30am  DMR Weekly Managers Mtg  
Where: JH/O 866-704-2863 participant code: 3433355 (jack leader: 2152840  
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud  
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Bovard, Tom, Daugherty, Dennis, Gary Lawkowski, Karen Hawbecker, Richard McNeer
11:30am - 12pm  Correspondence Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi/gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Where: Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani's Office)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Juliette Lillie, Arnetrice Knight

12pm - 1pm  Lunch
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi/gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 2pm  Monuments/Antiquities Act briefing w/LauraB/AaronM
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi/gov/james-schindler?hceid=amFtZXNfc2NoaW5kbGVyQ0:K

Where: 6340 sol conference room
Calendar: James Schindler
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Ann Navaro, Daniel Jorjani, Downey Magallanes, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Laura Brown, Aaron Moody, James Schindler

2pm - 3pm  Daily Leadership Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi/gov/jack-haugrud?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVvQHbC5kI

Where: 6340
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: James Cason, Douglas Domenech, Daniel Jorjani, Edward Keable, NancyGuiden, Scott Hommel

3:30pm - 4pm  Daily Meeting with Melinda Loftin
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi/gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Where: Room 5309
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Kimberly Benton, Melinda Loftin
Description: Attendees: Dan Jorjani, Deputy Chief of Staff Melinda Loftin, EthicsSpecialist, Ethics Office

4pm - 4:30pm  ITLO check-in
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi/gov/jack-haugrud-ke?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVvQHbC5kI

Who: Kevin Haugrud, Kenneth Dalton, Daniel Jorjani
4:30pm - 5pm  Return Call List
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Description:
2/8/2017 @ 10:07AM - Tom Lillie (202) 208-6286 2/6/2017 @ 10:20AM - Marty Whitmore - 303-886-0597

Thu Feb 9, 2017

9am - 9:30am  CRA briefing w/DGL for Jorjani
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNlLmNhbWlu

Where: 6136 DJ/O
Who: Mariagrazia Caminiti, Robert Johnston, Edward Keable, Timothy Murphy, Daniel Jorjani, Gisella Ojeda-dodds, Kaprice Tucker
Going? Yes

10am - 11am  Ethics Briefing
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/natalie-davis?hceid=bmF0YWxpZV9kYXZpc0Bpb3M

Where: South Penthouse- DOI
Calendar: Natalie Davis

11am - 12pm  Meeting with Julie Lillie on Regs.
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Where: Room 6136 (Dan's Office)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Juliette Lillie

12pm - 1pm Lunch
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Daniel Jorjani

1pm - 2pm  Wilton/Stand Up section 705 response letter briefing for Jim Cason
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/james-cason?hceid=amFtZXNfY2Fzb25AaW9zLmRv;
Where: Room 5112
Calendar: James Cason
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Benjamin Keel, Miles Janssen, tana.fitzpatrick@bia.gov, James Cason, James Schindler, Jennifer Turner, Anita Personius, Daniel Jorjani, Faith Begay, Michael Black, Sarah Walters, Nancy Redhouse, Paula Hart, Eric Shepard

2pm - 3pm  Daily Leadership Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNiLmNhbWlua
Where: 6340
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Scott Hommel, James Cason, Edward Keable, Douglas Domenech, Nancy Guiden, Daniel Jorjani

3pm - 3:15pm  Meeting with Melissa Simpson
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9z
Where: Room 6136
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Melissa Simpson

3:30pm - 4pm  Daily Meeting with Melinda Loftin
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9z
Where: Room 5309
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Melinda Loftin, Daniel Jorjani, Kimberly Benton
Description:
Attendees: Dan Jorjani, Deputy Chief of Staff Melinda Loftin, Ethics Specialist, Ethics Office

3:30pm - 4:30pm  Senior Staff Meeting
Where: SOL Conference Room 6340
Calendar: Edward Keable
Who: Joshua Campbell, SOL-Associate & Regional Solicitors, Karen Richardson, Gary Lawkowski, Stephen Palmer, James Schindler, Marc Smith, SOL-Field Solicitors, Erica Niebauer, Sharon Pudwill, Edward Keable, Kevin Haugrud, Downey Magallanes, Richard Goeken, Daniel Jorjani
Description:
CALL IN INFORMATION: 866-508-0826 / Participant Code 7671758 (leadercode: 6851909)
8:30am - 9:30am  Politicals Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Where: Room 3400
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

9:30am - 10:30am  NPS Briefing
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Where: Room 6151 (Secretary's Conference Room)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Douglas Domenech, Michael Reynolds, Daniel Jorjani, Scott Hommel, megan_bloomgren@ios.doi.gov, Alexa Viets, Herbert Frost, Janice DeSordi, Jessica Bowron

11:30am - 12pm  Correspondence Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Where: Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani's Office)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Juliette Lillie, Arnetrice Knight

12pm - 1pm  Scheduling Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/caroline-boulto?hceid=Y2Fyb2xpbmVfYm91bHRvbkF
Where: 6140 / Dan's Office
Calendar: Caroline Boulton
Who: Russell Roddy, Timothy Williams, Nancy Guiden, Melissa Simpson, Daniel Jorjani, Caroline Boulton, megan_bloomgren@ios.doi.gov, Heather Swift, Wadi Yakhour, Douglas Domenech
Description: 1st Week of Travel / Day 1

1pm - 1:30pm  SIO Staffing
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/edward-keable?hceid=ZWR3YXJkLmtlYWJsZUBzb2w
Where: 6340 SOL conf rm
Calendar: Edward Keable
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Catherine Callaway, Daniel Jorjani, Gisella Ojeda-dodds, Amy Holley, Edward Keable, Juliette Lillie

1:30pm - 2pm  Meeting with Tom Cassidy
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, tcassidy@savingplaces.org
2pm - 3pm  Daily Leadership Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVkJQHNgVbC5k

Where: 6340
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Edward Keable, Nancy Guiden, Daniel Jorjani, James Cason, Douglas Domenech, Scott Hommel

3pm - 4pm  Temporary ERB
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/james-cason?hceid=amFtZXNfY2FzA25AaW9zLmRv;

Where: Room 5112
Calendar: James Cason
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: James Cason, Scott Hommel, Mary Pletcher, Lori Mashburn, Douglas Domenech, Daniel Jorjani

4:30pm - 5pm  Travel Meeting with Ethics & General Law
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlW9;

Where: Room 5309 (Ethics Office)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Kaprice Tucker, Jennifer Heindl, Melinda Loftin, Timothy Nigborowicz, Wadi Yakhour, Caroline Boulton

5pm - 5:30pm  weekly Admin w/MarcS
Where: JH/O
Who: Edward Keable, Daniel Jorjani, Kevin Haugrud, Marc Smith

5:30pm - 6pm  Downey Magallanes & James Schindler
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlW9;

Where: Room 6136
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: James Schindler, Daniel Jorjani, Downey Magallanes

Mon Feb 13, 2017

11:30am - 12pm  Correspondence Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlW9;

Where: Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani’s Office)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Juliette Lillie, Arnetrice Knight
12pm - 1pm  Lunch
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9;

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 2pm  DOI/DOJ Coordination call
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNlLmNhbkV5bGJh

Where: 866-704-2863 participant code: 3433355 Rm. 6357
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Gisella Ojeda-dodds, shanedda.bogan@usdoj.gov, jean.williams@usdoj.gov, James Schindler, angela.owens@usdoj.gov, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Kevin Haugrud, jeffrey. wood@usdoj.gov, Edward Keable, eric.grant@usdoj.gov
Going? Yes

2pm - 3pm  Daily Leadership Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud?hceid=amFjay5oY2hvbmc6bGww

Where: 6130
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Scott Hommel, Douglas Domenech, James Cason, Daniel Jorjani, Edward Keable

3:30pm - 4:30pm  Acting Assistant Secretaries weekly Meeting with Jim Cason.
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9;

Where: Conf Rm 6120
Calendar: Gareth Rees
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Virginia Johnson, Gary Lawkowski, Todd Wynn, Benjamin Cassidy, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Douglas Domenech, Andrea Travnicek, Gareth Rees, Tracie Lassiter, Kerry Rae, James Cason, Maureen Foster, Roslyn Sellsars, Michael Black, Thomas Irwin, Lori Mashburn, Amy Holley, Downey Magallanes, Laura Rigas, Micah Chambers, David Bernhardt, Michael Anderson, Kevin Haugrud, Todd Willens, Edward Keable, Amanda Kaster, Scott Cameron, John Tahsuda, Jason Larrabee, Catherine Callaway, Timothy Williams, Nikolao Pula, Katharine MacGregor, Richard Cardinale, Joseph Balash, Tameka Lewis-Robinson, Daniel Jorjani, Shirley Lewis
Description: POC: Cathy Gulac, 208-1739

3:30pm - 4pm  Daily Meeting with Melinda Loftin
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9;

Where: Room 5309
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Melinda Loftin, Kimberly Benton
Description: Attendees: Dan Jorjani, Deputy Chief of Staff Melinda Loftin, Ethics Specialist, Ethics Office
Daniel Jorjani

4:30pm - 4:45pm  Meeting with Melissa Simpson
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9;
Where: Room 6136
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Melissa Simpson

5pm - 5:30pm  Return Calls List
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Description:
2/13/2017 - 2:12PM - Rick Puckett (202) 208-3367 2/13/2017 - 2:00PM - Dan Dubray cell: (571) 277-1197

Tue Feb 14, 2017

8:30am - 9:30am  Politicats Meeting- 8:30AM in Rm 6151
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/natalie-davis?hceid=bmF0YWxpZV9kYXZpc0Bpb3Mi
Where: Room 6151 (Secretary's Conference Room)
Calendar: Natalie Davis
Who: Melissa Simpson, James Schindler, Ryan Nichols, Micah Chambers, RickyPuckett, Brendan Quinn, Benjamin Keel, megan_bloomgren@ios.doi.gov, Heather Swift, Thomas Baptiste, Downey Magallanes, MarshallCritchfield, Scott Hommel, Christine Bauserman, James Cason, Thomas Dickens, Virginia Johnson, Douglas Domenech, Amy Mitchell, RussellRoddy, Scott Cameron, Caroline Boulton, Katharine MacGregor, DanielJorjani, Wadi Yakhour, Lori Mashburn, Kathleen Benedetto, CaseyHammond, Natalie Davis, Timothy Williams, Nancy Guiden, Amanda Kaster
Description:
We are moving the location of our meeting to room 6151. See you at 8:30am tomorrow.

9:30am - 10:30am  POLICY MEETING: First 10 Days
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/heather-swift?hceid=aGVhdGhlcI9zd2lmdEBpb3MuZ
Where: Dan's Office
Calendar: Heather Swift
Who: James Cason, megan_bloomgren@ios.doi.gov, Heather Swift, DanielJorjani, Scott Hommel, Melissa Simpson, Douglas Domenech, KathleenBenedetto
Description:
Immediately following the politcals meeting. Meeting to discuss policy priorities for the first trip and first 10 days after Secretary Zinkeis sworn in. Think about announcements he can make in Alaska and inD.C. Utah now off the table.

11:30am - 12pm  Correspondence Meeting
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Where: Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani’s Office)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Juliette Lillie, Arnetrice Knight
Daniel Jorjani

12pm - 1pm   Lunch
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9;
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 2pm   SRBA w/Boise/DLW
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbWlu
Where:  call in: 866-713-2836 participant code:9833053 (leader dc: 2461678) SOLCONF Rm. 6340
Who:  James Schindler, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Keith Saxe, Lynn Peterson, Downey Magallanes, Carter Brown, Jeremiah Williamson, Daniel Jorjani, Kathleen Carr
Going? Yes

2pm - 3pm   Daily Leadership Meeting
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVkQHNvbC5k
Where: 6340
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who:  Daniel Jorjani, Edward Keable, Douglas Domenech, James Cason, Nancy Guiden, Scott Hommel

4:30pm - 5:30pm   So Cal coastline fracking/Exxon motions
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbWlu
Where: 6340 Sol Conf. Rm. and 866-713-2836 participant code: 9833053 leader:2461678
Who:  Downey Magallanes, Troy Ezell, Daugherty, Dennis, Richard Yarde, Ryan Underwood, Joan Barinski, Karen Hawbecker, Gisella Ojeda-dodds, Walter Cruickshank, Katharine MacGregor, Daniel Jorjani, Richard Cardinal, Matthew Ballenger, troy_ezell@ios.doi.gov, Melissa Hearne, Margaret Schneider, Mariagrazia Caminiti, James Schindler
Going? Yes

Wed Feb 15, 2017

8:30am - 9:30am   Do not schedule!
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9;
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
9am - 10am  
Briefing NAWQA Stream Quality Trends Report and Interactive Web Mapper  
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/james-cason?hceid=amFtZXNfY2Fzb25AaW9zMlRv

Where: Room 6120 - Dial 866-702-1472, code: 1943461# (Leader code: 5233355#)  
Calendar: James Cason  
Created by: Catherine Callaway  

9:30am - 10am  Meeting to Discuss FACA committee  
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Where: Room 6136  
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani  
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds  
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Mary Pletcher, Timothy Murphy, Juliette Lillie, Leisa Schwab

10am - 11am  ESA/Critical Habitat legal overview w/SOL/FWS/ASFWP  
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNlLmNhbWlu

Where: 6340 SOL Conference Rm.  
Who: Benjamin Jesup, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Downey Magallanes, Gary Frazer, Lois Wellman, Ann Navaro, Tasha Robbins, Joan Goldfarb, Kevin Haugrud, James Schindler, Roslyn Sellars, Gisella Ojeda-dodds, Daniel Jorjani, Casey Hammond, Maureen Foster, tasha_robbins@nps.gov, Virginia Johnson, Rebecca Finley  
Going? Yes

11am - 12pm  DMR Weekly Managers Mtg  
Where: JH/O 866-704-2863 participant code: 3433355 (jack leader: 2152840)  
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud  
Who: Daugherty, Dennis, Gary Lawkowski, Karen Hawbecker, Bovard, Tom, Daniel Jorjani, Richard McNeer

11:30am - 12pm  Do not schedule  
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani  
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
12pm - 1pm  ESA compliance post nullification of SPR Brown Bag
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNiLmNhWlu

Where: 6151 866-713-2836 participant call: 9833053 leader (DC-Karen) 2461678
Who:  
Going? Yes

1pm - 2pm  SOL Office Briefing for COS
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/scott-hommel?hceid=c2NvdHRfaG9tWVsQGlvcy95kt

Where: Scott's Ofc. Room 6144
Calendar: Scott Hommel
Created by: Nancy Guiden
Who: Scott Hommel, megan_bloomgren@ios.doi.gov, Timothy Murphy, Tony Irish, Daniel Jorjani

2pm - 3pm  Daily Leadership Meeting
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVvQHhvbC5kt

Where: 6340
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: 
Edward Keable, Gareth Rees, James Cason, Catherine Gulac, Daniel Jorjani, Douglas Domenech, Scott Hommel

3pm - 4pm  ASIA- Briefing on IWRS Program
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/pamela-williams?hceid=cGFtZWxhX3dpbGxpYW1zQ

Where: MIB 6641
Calendar: Pamela Williams
Created by: Omero Martinez
Who: 
Scott Cameron, Gisella Ojeda-dodds, Benjamin Keel, Downey Magallanes, Duane Mecham, Pamela Williams, Katharine MacGregor, Richard Cardinale, Daniel Jorjani, Tracy Goodluck

3pm - 4pm  Office Wildland Fire Briefing
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/james-cason?hceid=amFiZXNfY2Fzb25Aw9zLMvz

Where: Room 5112
Calendar: Gareth Rees
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: 
Natalie Davis, Micah Chambers, Nancy Guiden, Amanda Kaster, megan_bloomgren@ios.doi.gov, Gareth Rees, Ricky Puckett, Melissa Simpson, Bryan Rice, Downey Magallanes, Daniel Jorjani, Scott Hommel, Harry Humbert, Douglas Domenech, James Cason, Lori Mashburn, Gisella Ojeda-dodds
4pm - 5pm  
BLM Air Quality / Emissions Program - Call-in: 1-888-864-0777; PC: 1884006#  
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/lthurn?hceid=bHRodXJuQGJsbS5nb3Y.3e8k52o15rt0
Where: Room 6616  
Calendar: Linda Thurn  
Description: Call-in: 1-888-864-0777; PC: 1884006#

4pm - 4:45pm  
Conference Call - FOIA Policy  
Where: Conference Call  
Calendar: elizabeth.a.horning@who.eop.gov  
Created by: Daniel Jorjani  
Who: Daniel Jorjani  
Description: Please have your legal point of contact, or your beachhead legal point of contact on the conference call regarding FOIA policy this afternoon at 4:00pm. This call will be hosted by Uttam Dhillon and Dan Epstein of the Office of White House Counsel. Conference call information is provided below. Thank you. Participant Dial-In: (202) 395-6392 Participant Code: 184 8701 Best, Liz Horning|Legal Assistant Office of the White House Counsel O:202.456.1455 C: 202.881.8696

4pm - 5:30pm  
Meeting with National Congress of American Indians  
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/james-cason?hceid=amFtZXNfY2Fzb25AaW9zLmRv;
Where: Room 6120  
Calendar: Gareth Rees  
Who: Sarah Walters, Amanda Kaster, Gareth Rees, Melissa Simpson, Gisella Ojeda-dodds, Douglas Domenech, Michael Black, Scott Hommel, megan_bloomgren@ios.doi.gov, Eric Shepard James Cason, Downey Magallanes, Lori Mashburn, Daniel Jorjani, Nancy Guiden, Micah Chambers weldon.loudermilk@bia.gov, Natalie Davis

Thu Feb 16, 2017

8:30am - 9:30am  
Do not schedule  
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9;
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani  
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

12pm - 1pm  
Lunch  
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9;
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani  
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
1pm - 2pm  AFRC Western Oregon RMP issues
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/melissa-simpson?hceid=bWVsaXNzYV9zaW1wc29uC
Where: 6210
Calendar: Melissa Simpson
Who: Daniel Jorjani, hheikkila@balljanik.com, Kathleen Benedetto

2pm - 3pm  Daily Leadership Meeting
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNLmNhbWlu:
Where: 6340
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Edward Keable, Nancy Guiden, Douglas Domenech, Scott Hommel, James Cason, Daniel Jorjani

3pm - 4pm  FY 17 CR Budget pre-brief - (prep. for Sec. Nominee)
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/james-cason?hceid=amFtZXNfY2Fzb25AaW9zLmRv:
Where: Room 6150
Calendar: James Cason
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Gisella Ojeda-dodds, Kevin Haugrud, Olivia Ferriter, James Cason, Douglas Domenech, Abigail Miller, Scott Cameron, Downey Magallanes, Daniel Jorjani, Denise Flanagan, Nancy Guiden, Scott Hommel, Amy Holley, Adrianne Moss

4pm - 5pm  NPS - Federal Register Notices (Historic Places and NAGPRA)
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/james-cason?hceid=amFtZXNfY2Fzb25AaW9zLmRva
Where: Room 5112
Calendar: Gareth Rees
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Melissa Simpson, Mark Lawyer, Daniel Jorjani, Faith Begay, Maureen Foster, Virginia Johnson, Alexa Viets, Gareth Rees, Downey Magallanes, Scott Hommel, megan_bloomgren@ios.doi.gov, Micah Chambers, Herbert Frost, Lori Mashburn, Douglas Domenech, Gisella Ojeda-dodds, Thomas Dickens, Juliette Lillie, tasha_robbins@nps.gov, Benjamin Keel, James Cason, Michael Reynolds, Natalie Davis
Description: Please Note: The first 1/2 hour discussion will be on Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act The second 1/2 hour discussion will be on National Register of Historic Places

5pm - 5:15pm  James Schindler & Downey Magallanes
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Where: Stay after in SOL to discuss
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: James Schindler, Daniel Jorjani, Downey Magallanes
9:30am - 10:30am  Do not schedule!
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

10am - 11am  weekly Admin w/MarcS
Where: JHO
Who: Edward Keable, Kevin Haugrud, Daniel Jorjani, Marc Smith

11:30am - 12pm  Correspondence Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Where: Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani’s Office)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Juliette Lillie, Arnetrice Knight

11:30am - 12pm  ITLO check-in
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud-ke?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVkQHNvbC
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Kenneth Dalton, Kevin Haugrud

12pm - 1pm  Lunch
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

2pm - 3pm  Daily Leadership Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVkQHNvbC5k
Where: 6340
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Edward Keable, Nancy Guiden, Daniel Jorjani, James Cason, Douglas Domenech, Scott Hommel

3pm - 3:15pm  Meet with Debbie Cousins
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Where: Room 6136
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Debbie Cousins
3:30pm - 4pm  Briefing on Office of Hearings and Appeals

Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAAW9

Where: Room 6136  
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani  
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds  
Who:  
Daniel Jorjani, Downey Magallanes, Elena Gonzalez, Shayla Simmons, James Schindler, Shelia Perry  
Description:  
Attendees:  
- Dan Jorjani, Deputy Chief of Staff - Downey Magallanes, Special Assistant to the Secretary  
- James Schindler, Special Assistant to the Secretary  
- Elena Gonzalez, Deputy Assistant Secretary Technology, Information & Business Services  
- Shayla Simmons, Director, Office of Hearings and Appeals

4pm - 4:15pm  Meet with Downey Magallanes

Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAAW9

Where: Room 6136  
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani  
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds  
Who:  
Daniel Jorjani, Downey Magallanes

4:15pm - 4:30pm  Meet with Melissa Simpson

Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAAW9

Where: Room 6136  
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani  
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds  
Who:  
Daniel Jorjani, Melissa Simpson

Sat Feb 18, 2017

10am - 11am  FY 17 CR Budget briefing for Secretary

Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/james-cason?hceid=amFtZXNfY2Fzb25AaW9zLmRvè

Where: Room 6150  
Calendar: James Cason  
Created by: Jean Parrish  
Who:  
Kevin Haugrud, Nancy Guiden, Denise Flanagan, Gisella Ojeda-dodds, Abigail Miller, Scott Hommel, Douglas Domenech, Olivia Ferriter, Adrienne Moss, Amy Holley, James Cason, Daniel Jorjani

Mon Feb 20, 2017

All day   Presidents' Day - Office is closed

Mon Feb 20, 2017 - Tue Feb 21, 2017  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAAW9

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani  
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Daniel Jorjani

3pm - 4pm Acting Assistant Secretaries weekly Meeting with Jim Cason.

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/doi-gov-pkrrIn3?hceid=amFtZXNfY2Fzb25AaW9zLmI

Where: Conf Rm 6120
Calendar: Gareth Rees
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Scott Cameron, Daniel Jorjani, Amanda Kaster, Shirley Lewis, Thomas Irwin, Todd Wynn, Tracie Lassiter, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Virginia Johnson, Benjamin Cassidy, Laura Rigas, Timothy Williams, Michael Anderson, Nikola Pula, Todd Willens, Roslyn Sells, Jason Larrabee, Kevin Haugrud, Kerry Rae, Maureen Foster, Downey Magallanes, David Bernhardt, Catherine Callaway, Micah Chambers, Lori Mashburn, Gary Lawkowski, John Tahsuda, Richard Cardinale, Gareth Rees, Edward Keable, Douglas Domenech, Amy Holley, James Cason, Michael Black, Tamoka Lewis-Robinson, Andrea Travnicke, Katharine MacGregor, Joseph Balash

Description: POC: Cathy Gulac, 208-1739

Tue Feb 21, 2017

8:30am - 10:30am Do not schedule!

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvmphbmlAaW9z

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

10am - 11am Politicals Meeting

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/caroline-boulto?hceid=Y2Fyb2xpbmVfYm91bHRvbkE

Where: Room 6151 (Secretary's Conference Room)
Calendar: Caroline Boulton

Description: This meeting is moving to 10-11AM on Tuesdays! We will continue to use the Secretary's conference room for now, but eventually it will change to the 5th floor so watch for updates.

11am - 11:15am Meeting with Tim Williams

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvmphbmlAaW9z

Where: Room 6136
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Timothy Williams
11:30am - 12pm  Correspondence Meeting

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmIAaW9:

Where: Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani's Office)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Juliette Lillie, Arnetrice Knight

12pm - 1pm  Lunch

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmIAaW9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 1:30pm  Daily Meeting with Melinda Loftin

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmIAaW9:

Where: Room 5309
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Kimberly Benton, Daniel Jorjani, Melinda Loftin
Description: Attendees: Dan Jorjani, Deputy Chief of Staff Melinda Loftin, Ethics Specialist, Ethics Office

1:30pm - 2:30pm  weekly Admin w/MarcS

Where: J/H/O
Who: Edward Keable, Marc Smith, Daniel Jorjani, Kevin Haugrud

2pm - 3pm  Daily Leadership Meeting

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVkQHNvbC5k

Where: 6340
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Edward Keable, Douglas Domenech, James Cason, Nancy Guiden, Scott Hommel

3pm - 4pm  Intro to ESA


Where: Conference room 6120
Calendar: Gary Frazer
Created by: Lois Wellman
Daniel Jorjani

4pm - 4:30pm  Briefing Binder Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/nancy-guiden?hceid=bmFuY3lfZ3VpZGVuQGlvcy5kt

Where: Conference room 6150
Calendar: Nancy Guiden
Who: Melissa Simpson, Russell Roddy, Heather Swift, Christine Bauserman, Timothy Nigborowicz, Daniel Jorjani, Nancy Guiden, Caroline Boulton, Wadi Yakhour

4:30pm - 5:30pm  DOI/DOJ Coordination call
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNlLmNhbWlua

Where: 866-704-2863 participant code: 3433355 Rm. 6357
Who: shanedda.bogan@usdoj.gov, Gisella Ojeda-dodds, Kevin Haugrud, Mariagrazia Caminiti, eric.grant@usdoj.gov, Daniel Jorjani, Edward Keable, angela.owens@usdoj.gov, jeffrey.wood@usdoj.gov, jeffrey.wood@usdoj.gov, jean.williams@usdoj.gov, James Schindler
Going? Yes

Wed Feb 22, 2017

8:30am - 10:30am  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmIAw9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

9am - 10am  Meeting with Conoco Phillipps
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmIAw9:

Where: Room 6120 (Deputy Secretary's Conference Room)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

10am - 11am  DMR Weekly Managers Mtg
Where: RJO
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Who: Daugherty, Dennis, Bovard, Tom, Richard McNeer, Gary Lawkowski, Karen Hawbecker, Daniel Jorjani

11am - 12:30pm
Conference Call - re: Logistics & Agenda for 3/1 Meeting on Navajo Generating Station
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/james-cason?hceid=amFtZXNfY2Fzb25AaW9zLmRvε

Where: Room 6120 - Call-in 1-888-558-9540 Code 9783271# Leader Code 1735533#
Calendar: Gareth Rees
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Daniel Jorjani
12pm - 1pm  Lunch
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 2pm  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 1:30pm  Meeting with National Park Foundation
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Herbert Frost, Scott Hommel, Janice DeSordi, NancyGuiden, JessicaMcHugh, eroyershetter@nationalparks.org, wshafroth@nationalparks.org, Douglas Domenech
Description: Attendees with DOI: Scott Hommel, Acting Chief of Staff DouglasDomenech, Senior White House Advisor Dan Jorjani, Acting Deputy Chiefof Staff Herbert Frost, Acting Deputy Director, National Park ServiceWith National Park Foundation: William Shaffroth, President LiseAangeenbrug, Vice President

2pm - 3pm  Daily Leadership Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVkQHNvbC5kI
Where: 6340
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Edward Keable, Gareth Rees, James Cason, Catherine Gulac, DanielJorjani, DouglasDomenech, Scott Hommel

3:30pm - 4pm  Daily Meeting with Melinda Loftin
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Where: Room 5309
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Melinda Loftin, Kimberly Benton
Description: Attendees: Dan Jorjani, Deputy Chief of Staff Melinda Loftin, EthicsSpecialist, Ethics Office
**Daniel Jorjani**

**4:30pm - 5:30pm  Review of Secretarial Meeting/Event Requests**

**Where:** Secretary's Conference Room -- Room 6151

**Calendar:** Timothy Nigborowicz

**Who:**
Gisella Ojeda-dodds, Douglas Domenech, Heather Swift, Timothy Nigborowicz, Scott Hommel, Melissa Simpson, Timothy Williams, Russell Roddy, Nancy Guiden, Daniel Jorjani, Micah Chambers, Caroline Boulton, megan_bloomgren@ios.doi.gov

**Description:**
This is a meeting to review requests and invitations that have been formally received in the Secretary's scheduling office. This is also an opportunity to raise possible future engagements for which formal invitations have not yet been received.

**Thu Feb 23, 2017**

**8:30am - 10:30am  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

**Calendar:** Daniel Jorjani

**Created by:** Gisella Ojeda-dodds

**9am - 10am  Meeting on Valuation Rule**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gareth-rees?hceid=Z2FyZXRoX3JlZXNAaW9zLmRva:

**Where:**
Room 6120 - Call-in 1-888-558-9540 Participant Code 9783271# (Leader Code 1735533#)

**Calendar:** Gareth Rees

**Who:**
Lori Mashburn, Gareth Rees, Ruthie Jefferson, Downey Magallanes, Scott Hommel, Greg Gould, Walter Cruickshank, megan_bloomgren@ios.doi.gov, Matthew McKeown, Melissa Simpson, Douglas Domenech, Kathleen Benedetto, Natalie Davis, Michael Ned, Kevin Haugrud, Amanda Kaster, Daniel Jorjani, Katharine MacGregor, Micah Chambers, Margaret Schneider, James Cason, Amy Holley, Nancy Guiden

**11:30am - 12pm  Correspondence Meeting**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

**Where:**
Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani's Office)

**Calendar:** Daniel Jorjani

**Created by:** Gisella Ojeda-dodds

**Who:** Daniel Jorjani, Juliette Lillie, Arnetrice Knight

**12pm - 1pm  Lunch**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

**Calendar:** Daniel Jorjani

**Created by:** Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Daniel Jorjani

12:30pm - 1:30pm  Pols Mural Tour
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jason-jurgena-m?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbWlu
Where: museum entrance 1st floor by C Street
Going? Yes

1pm - 2pm  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVkQHNvCb
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1:30pm - 2pm  ITLO check-in
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud-ke?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVkQHNvCb
Who: Kevin Haugrud, Kenneth Dalton, Daniel Jorjani

2pm - 3pm  Daily Leadership Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbWlu
Where: 6340
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Scott Hommel, James Cason, Edward Keable, Douglas Domenech, Nancy Guiden, Daniel Jorjani

3pm - 3:30pm  Meeting with Fernando Lloveras and Stephanie Meeks
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Where: Room 6136
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Douglas Domenech, Daniel Jorjani

3:30pm - 4pm  BIE Negotiated Rulemaking
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gareth-rees-jam?hceid=Z2FyZXRoX3JlZXNAaW9zLm
Where: Room 6120 - Call-in 1-888-558-9540 Participant Code 9783271# (Leader Code 1735533#)
Calendar: Gareth Rees
Who: Sarah Walters, Amanda Kaster, jeffrey.hamley@bie.edu, travis.clark@bie.edu, Micah Chambers, Lori Mashburn, Daniel Jorjani, James Cason, Brian Quint, Regina Gilbert, Benjamin Keel, Elizabeth Appel, Downey Magallanes, bart.stevens@bie.edu, juanita.mendoza@bie.edu, tony.dearman@bie.edu, Gareth Rees, Douglas Domenech, Ashley Fry, jacquelyn.cheek@bie.edu
3:30pm - 4pm  **Senior Staff Meeting**  
*Where:* SOL Conference Room 6340  
*Calendar:* Edward Keable  
*Who:* Sharon Pudwill, Erica Niebauer, Stephen Palmer, Marc Smith, Downey Magallanes, Edward Keable, Gary Lawkowski, SOL-Associate & Regional Solicitors, Kevin Haugrud, Karen Richardson, Joshua Campbell, Daniel Jorjani, Richard Goeken, SOL-Field Solicitors, James Schindler  
*Description:* CALL IN INFORMATION: 866-508-0826 / Participant Code 7671758 (leadercode: 6851909)

4:30pm - 5pm  **Meeting with John Fowler**  
*Video call:* [https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9](https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9)  
*Calendar:* Daniel Jorjani  
*Created by:* Gisella Ojeda-dodds  
*Who:* jfowler@achp.gov, Daniel Jorjani, Douglas Domenech  
*Description:* Attendees with DOI: Douglas Domenech, Senior White House Advisor Daniel Jorjani, Acting Deputy Chief of Staff With the Advisory Council of Historic Preservation: John Fowler, Executive Director

**Fri Feb 24, 2017**

7am - 8am  **Coffee with Fernando Lloveras and Andrew Bowman**  
*Video call:* [https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9](https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9)  
*Where:* Bison Bistro (Basement level)  
*Calendar:* Daniel Jorjani  
*Created by:* Gisella Ojeda-dodds  
*Who:* Douglas Domenech, Daniel Jorjani

8:30am - 10:30am  **Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)**  
*Video call:* [https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9](https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9)  
*Calendar:* Daniel Jorjani  
*Created by:* Gisella Ojeda-dodds

8:30am - 9:30am  **Politicals Meeting**  
*Video call:* [https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9](https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9)  
*Where:* Room 3400  
*Calendar:* Daniel Jorjani  
*Created by:* Gisella Ojeda-dodds
**Daniel Jorjani**

10am - 10:30am  **Meeting with Cally Younger, Idaho Governor Legal Counsel**  
**Video call:**  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9z

**Where:** Room 6120, U.S. Department of the Interior, 1849 C Street, NW, Washington, D.C.  
**Calendar:** Daniel Jorjani  
**Created by:** Gisella Ojeda-dodds  
**Who:** Gareth Rees, Daniel Jorjani, Downey Magallanes, James Cason, cally.younger@gov.idaho.gov  
**Description:** Attendees with DOI: - James Cason, Acting Deputy Secretary - Daniel Jorjani, Acting Deputy Chief of Staff - Downey Magallanes, Special Assistant With Idaho Governor Otter’s Office: - Cally Younger, Idaho Governor Legal Counsel

11:30am - 12pm  **Correspondence Meeting**  
**Video call:**  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9z

**Where:** Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani’s Office)  
**Calendar:** Daniel Jorjani  
**Created by:** Gisella Ojeda-dodds  
**Who:** Daniel Jorjani, Juliette Lillie, Arnetrice Knight

12pm - 1pm  **Lunch**  
**Video call:**  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9z

**Calendar:** Daniel Jorjani  
**Created by:** Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 2pm  **Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)**  
**Video call:**  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9z

**Calendar:** Daniel Jorjani  
**Created by:** Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 2pm  **Meeting to discuss the letter from the Northern Arapaho Business Council on 'BIA Violations of the Indian Self Determination and Education Assistance Act'**  
**Video call:**  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gareth-rees?hceid=Z2FyZXRoX3JlZXNAaW9zLmRva

**Where:** Room 6120 - Call-in 1-888-558-9540 (Participant Code 9783271# Leader Code 1735533#)  
**Calendar:** Gareth Rees  
**Who:** Timothy Williams, Natalie Davis, Melissa Simpson, Hankie Ortiz, Gareth Rees, Sarah Walters, Amanda Kaster, Anna Owens-Brown, Micah Chambers, megan_bloomgren@ios.doi.gov, Eric Shepard, Downey Magallanes, Daniel Jorjani, James Cason, Nancy Guiden, Douglas Domenech, Darryl LaCounte, Michael Black, John Hay, Scott Hommel, Lori Mashburn, weldon.loudermilk@bia.gov  
**Description:** discuss the letter from the Northern Arapaho Business Council on 'BIA Violations of the Indian Self Determination and Education Assistance Act'.
**Daniel Jorjani**

**2pm - 3pm Daily Leadership Meeting**

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVkJHNvbC5k

Where: 6340  
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud  
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti  
Who: Edward Keable, Nancy Guiden, Daniel Jorjani, James Cason, Douglas Domenech, Scott Hommel

**3:30pm - 4pm Daily Meeting with Melinda Loftin**

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphblAaW9:

Where: Room 5309  
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani  
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds  
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Melinda Loftin, Kimberly Benton  
Description: Attendees: Dan Jorjani, Deputy Chief of Staff Melinda Loftin, Ethics Specialist, Ethics Office

**4pm - 5pm NEPA Introductory briefing**

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNlLmNhbWlu

Where: sol conf rm 6340  
Going? Yes

**Mon Feb 27, 2017**

**8:30am - 10:30am Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)**

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphblAaW9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani  
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

**11:30am - 12pm Correspondence Meeting**

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphblAaW9:

Where: Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani’s Office)  
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani  
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds  
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Juliette Lillie, Arnetrice Knight

**12pm - 1pm Lunch**

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphblAaW9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani  
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Daniel Jorjani

1pm - 2pm    DOI/DOJ Coordination call
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNiLmNhbWlucWluc2FjdGVy
Where: 866-704-2863 participant code: 3433355 Rm. 6357
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Gisella Ojeda-dodds, shanedda.bogan@usdoj.gov, jean.williams@usdoj.gov, James Schindler, angela.owens@usdoj.gov, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Kevin Haugrud, jeffrey.wood@usdoj.gov, EdwardKeable, eric.grant@usdoj.gov
Going? Yes

1pm - 2pm    Meeting with API to Energy Issues
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/james-cason?hceid=amFtZXNfY2Fzb25AaW9zLmRv
Where: Room 6120
Calendar: Gareth Rees
Who: James Cason, Amanda Kaster, Scott Hommel, Melissa Simpson, LoriMashburn, Nancy Guiden, Gareth Rees, Daniel Jorjani, Micah Chambers, megan_bloomgren@ios.doi.gov, Timothy Williams, Natalie Davis, DowneyMagallanes, Douglas Domenech
Description: Attendees: Holly Hopkins Erik Milito Andy Radford Richard Ranger Carrie Domnitch

2pm - 3pm    Daily Leadership Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud?hceid=amFtZUNvcmFtcmlnaW5mbGl0
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: James Cason, Edward Keable, Douglas Domenech, Scott Hommel, Daniel Jorjani

3pm - 3:30pm    Coffee with Bob Comer
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/bobcomer-daniel?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAA
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, bobcomer@yahoo.com

3:30pm - 4pm    Daily Meeting with Melinda Loftin
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAA
Where: Room 5309
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Melinda Loftin, Kimberly Benton
Description: Attendees: Dan Jorjani, Deputy Chief of Staff Melinda Loftin, Ethics Specialist, Ethics Office
4:30pm - 4:45pm  Meeting with Melissa Simpson

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9;

Where: Room 6136
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Melissa Simpson

Tue Feb 28, 2017

8:30am - 10:30am  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9;

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

10am - 11am  Politicals Meeting

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/caroline-boulto?hceid=Y2Fyb2xpbmVfYm91bHRvbkE

Where: Room 6151 (Secretary's Conference Room)
Calendar: Caroline Boulton

Description:
This meeting is moving to 10-11AM on Tuesdays! We will continue to use the Secretary’s conference room for now, but eventually it will change to the 5th floor so watch for updates.

11:30am - 12pm  Correspondence Meeting

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9;

Where: Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani's Office)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Juliette Lillie, Arnetrice Knight

12pm - 1pm  Lunch

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9;

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 2pm  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9;

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Daniel Jorjani

2pm - 3pm  Daily Leadership Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVkQHNvbC5k
Where: 6340
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Scott Hommel, Douglas Domenech, Edward Keable, Daniel Jorjani, Nancy Guiden, James Cason

2pm - 4pm  Leadership Team Passback Appeal Discussion
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/olivia-ferriter?hceid=b2xpdmlhX2ZlcnJpdGVyQGlvcy
Where: 6120 MIB Teleconference: 1-866-830-7102 PC: 5510498# LC: 2053763#
Calendar: Olivia Ferriter
Who: Scott Hommel, Amy Holley, Olivia Ferriter, Douglas Domenech, Scott Cameron, James Cason, Daniel Jorjani, Downey Magallanes, Adrianne Moss, Denise Flanagan

Wed Mar 1, 2017

8am - 12pm  Navajo Generating Station Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Where: South Penthouse - MIB
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

8:30am - 10:30am  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

10:30am - 11:30am  DMR Weekly Managers Mtg
Where: RJ/O
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Who: Karen Hawbecker, Daniel Jorjani, Gary Lawkowski, Bovard, Tom, Daugherty, Dennis, Richard McNeer

11:30am - 12pm  Correspondence Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Where: Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani’s Office)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Juliette Lillie, Arnetrice Knight
12pm - 12:15pm  Call with Mr. Reynolds
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Where: Dan Jorjani to call Mike Reynolds at 202-208-6138
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Michael Reynolds, Daniel Jorjani, Janice DeSordi

12pm - 1pm  Lunch
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 2pm  Meeting with WGA
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Where: Room 6151
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

2pm - 3pm  Daily Leadership Meeting
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVkQHbC5kI

Where: 6340
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Edward Keable, James Cason, Scott Hommel, Gareth Rees, Douglas Domenech, Catherine Gulac, Daniel Jorjani

3pm - 4pm  Leadership review of draft appeals package
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/olivia-ferriter?hceid=b2xdpmlhX2ZGocmXbGVyGGlvcy

Where: 6120 MIB Teleconference: 1-866-830-7102 PC: 5510498# LC: 2053763#
Calendar: Olivia Ferriter
Who: Amy Holley, Ricky Puckett, Scott Cameron, Douglas Domenech, James Cason, Olivia Ferriter, Downey Magallanes, Daniel Jorjani, Scott Hommel, Adrianna Moss, Denise Flanagan
Thu Mar 2, 2017

8am - 9:30am Secretary Zinke's Arrival
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/natalie-davis?hceid=bmF0YWxpZV9kYXZpc0Bpb3M
Where: U.S. Department of the Interior Museum, 1849 C St NW, Washington, DC20240, USA
Calendar: Natalie Davis
Who: Kathleen Benedetto, Amy Mitchell, Russell Roddy, Caroline Boulton, WadiYakhour, Christine Bauserman, Casey Hammond, Lori Mashburn, HeatherSwift, Ricky Puckett, Ryan Nichols, Landon Davis, Katharine MacGregor, Thomas Dickens, Brendan Quinn, Marshall Critchfield, Daniel Jorjani, Timothy Williams, Scott Cameron, Downey Magallanes, Natalie Davis, Douglas Domenech, James Cason, megan_bloomgren@ios.doi.gov, NancyGuiden, Micah Chambers, Virginia Johnson, James Schindler, ThomasBaptiste, Melissa Simpson, Amanda Kaster, Benjamin Keel, Scott Hommel
Description: We will meet at the steps on C Street at 7:45am. We will be greeting Secretary Zinke. Please don't be late. Thanks!

8:30am - 10:30am Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
10:30am - 11:30am  NRDA 101 briefing
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNJLmNhbWlu

Where: 6340
Going? Yes

11am - 11:30am  ITLO check-in
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud-ke?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVKhQH9vC

Who: Kenneth Dalton, Kevin Haugrud, Daniel Jorjani

12pm - 1pm  Lunch
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmbHblAaW9;

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 2pm  Discussion on Significant Opportunities for change at DOI
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/james-cason?hceid=amFtZXNfY2Fzb25AaW9zLmRva

Where: Rm 6120
Calendar: James Cason
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: James Cason, Caroline Boulton, Douglas Domenech, megan_bloomgren@ios.doi.gov, Ricky Puckett, Gisella Ojeda-dodds, Scott Cameron, Scott Hommel, Shandria Dixon, Downey Magallanes, Nancy Guiden, Daniel Jorjani, Michelle Brown, Catherine Callaway

1pm - 2pm  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmbHblAaW9;

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 2pm  weekly Admin w/MarcS
Where: JH/O
Who: Edward Keable, Marc Smith, Daniel Jorjani, Kevin Haugrud

3:30pm - 4:30pm  Senior Staff Meeting
Where: SOL Conference Room 6340
Calendar: Edward Keable
Who: Gary Lawkowski, SOL-Field Solicitors, Richard Goeken, Sharon Pudwill, SOL-Associate & Regional Solicitors, Karen Richardson, Stephen Palmer, Downey Magallanes, Kevin Haugrud, Erica Niebauer, Joshua Campbell, Marc Smith, Daniel Jorjani, James Schindler, Edward Keable
Description: CALL IN INFORMATION: 866-508-0826 / Participant Code 7671758 (leadercode: 6851909)
8:30am - 10:30am  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)

Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

8:30am - 9:30am  Politicals Meeting

Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Where: Room 3400
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

10am - 11am  Budget Meeting with Secretary Zinke

Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/james-cason?hceid=amFtZXNfY2Fzb25AaW9zLmRv:

Where: Room 6151 (Secretary's Conference Room)
Calendar: Gareth Rees
Who:  
Gareth Rees, Caroline Boulton, Adrianne Moss, Douglas Domenech, Olivia Ferriter, Gisella Ojeda-dodds, Denise Flanagan, Scott Hommel, Daniel Jorjani, Nancy Guiden, James Cason

11am - 12pm  All-Employee Meeting with Sec. Zinke

Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Where: Bison Bistro
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Description:  
At 11:00 a.m. today, Secretary Zinke will meet with employees at the Bison Bistro in the basement of the Main Interior Building in Washington, D.C. to discuss his vision for the Department and share his guiding principles. If you are unable to attend, the remarks will be livestreamed here. --- Visit doi.gov/employees for employee news, resources and events. Please do not reply to this e-mail

11:30am - 12pm  Correspondence Meeting

Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Where: Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani's Office)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Juliette Lillie, Arnetrice Knight

12pm - 1pm  Lunch

Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
1pm - 2pm  Alabama v NMFS CH reg matter (cont.) HOLD

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbWlu

Where: sol conf rm. 6340

Who:
Virginia Johnson, Kevin Haugrud, Mariagrazia Caminiti, James Cason, Daniel Jorjani,
Maureen Foster, Stephen Guertin, Casey Hammond, AnnNavaro, Downey Magallanes, Jim Kurth,
Gareth Rees, Gary Frazer, Benjamin Jesup, Joan Goldfarb, Gisella Ojeda-dodds, Lois Wellman,
Tasha Robbins, James Schindler, Charisa Morris, Rebecca Finley

Going? Yes

1pm - 1:30pm  Ed Keable/COS Meeting

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/nancy-guiden?hceid=bmFuY3lfZ3VpZGVuQGlvcy5kI

Where: SOL's Office
Calendar: Nancy Guiden
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Nancy Guiden, Karen Richardson, Scott Hommel, EdwardKeable

1pm - 2pm  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)

Video call:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

2pm - 3pm  Daily Leadership Meeting

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVkQHNibCk

Where: 6340
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Edward Keable, Douglas Domenech, Daniel Jorjani, Scott Hommel, NancyGuiden, James Cason

2pm - 3pm  Scheduling Meeting for March 6-10

Where: Dan Jorjani's Office
Calendar: Timothy Negiborowicz
Who: Gisella Ojeda-dodds, Timothy Negiborowicz, Russell Roddy, DouglasDomenech,
megan_bloomgren@ios.doi.gov, Caroline Boulton, Daniel Jorjani

3:30pm - 5:30pm  SCIFF Meeting w/Sec. Zinke

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Where: 3400 - SCIFF
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
5:30pm - 6pm  Politicals Meeting with Secretary Zinke (5:30pm-6:00pm)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/natalie-davis?hceid=bmF0YWxpZV9kYXZpc0Bpb3M
Where: Room 6151
Calendar: Natalie Davis
Who: Amanda Kaster, James Cason, Timothy Williams, Heather Swift, Ryan Nichols, Scott Hommel, Lori Mashburn, Daniel Jorjani, Caroline Boulton, Ricky Puckett, Casey Hammond, Marshall Critchfield, Russell Roddy, Thomas Dickens, Christine Bauserman, Benjamin Keel, Katharine MacGregor, Wadi Yakhour, James Schindler, Melissa Simpson, Nancy Guiden, Natalie Davis, megan_bloomgren@ios.doi.gov, Micah Chambers, Thomas Baptiste, Scott Cameron, Douglas Domenech, Downey Magallanes, Landon Davis, Kathleen Benedetto, Virginia Johnson, Brendan Quinn, Amy Mitchell

6pm - 7:30pm  Politicals Reception with Secretary Zinke
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/natalie-davis?hceid=bmF0YWxpZV9kYXZpc0Bpb3M
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: Natalie Davis
Who: Nancy Guiden, Timothy Williams, Wadi Yakhour, Brendan Quinn, Benjamin Keel, Daniel Jorjani, Christine Bauserman, Downey Magallanes, Virginia Johnson, Casey Hammond, James Cason, megan_bloomgren@ios.doi.gov, Lori Mashburn, Douglas Domenech, Ricky Puckett, Landon Davis, Thomas Baptiste, Micah Chambers, Amanda Kaster, Marshall Critchfield, Scott Cameron, Heather Swift, Amy Mitchell, Thomas Dickens, Ryan Nichols, Scott Hommel, Melissa Simpson, Caroline Boulton, Katharine MacGregor, James Schindler, Natalie Davis, Kathleen Benedetto

Mon Mar 6, 2017

8:30am - 10:30am  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

10:40am - 11am  IT Update with Jerrell Calhoun
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Where: Room 6136
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Jerrell Calhoun, Daniel Jorjani

11:30am - 12pm  Correspondence Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Where: Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani’s Office)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Juliette Lillie, Arnetrice Knight
12pm - 1pm  Lunch
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9;
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 2pm  DOI/DOJ Coordination call
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbWlu;
Where: 866-704-2863 participant code: 3433355 Rm. 6357
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Gisella Ojeda-dodds, shanedda.bogan@usdoj.gov, jean.williams@usdoj.gov, James Schindler, angela.owens@usdoj.gov, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Kevin Haugrud, jeffrey. wood@usdoj.gov, EdwardKeable, eric.grant@usdoj.gov
Going? Yes

2pm - 3pm  Daily Leadership Meeting
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud?hceid=amFjay5oXYVncnVkJQHnbC5k
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Scott Hommel, Daniel Jorjani, James Cason, Douglas Domenech, Edward Keable

3pm - 4pm  Acting Assistant Secretaries weekly Meeting with Jim Cason.
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/doi-gov-pkrln3?hceid=amFtZXNfY2Zb25AaW9zLmI
Where:  Conf Rm 6120 - Call-in 1-888-558-9540 Participant Code 9783271# (LeaderCode 1735533#)
Calendar: Gareth Rees
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Richard Cardinale, Lance Wenger, Jason Larrabee, Tracie Lassiter, Roslyn Sellars, Michael Black, Scott Cameron, Lori Mashburn, Gary Lawkowski, Thomas Irwin, Virginia Johnson, Andrea Travnicke, Amanda Kaster, Benjamin Cassidy, Michael Anderson, Kevin Haugrud, Gareth Rees, Todd Wynn, Tameka Lewis Robinson, Catherine Callaway, Laura Rigas, Timothy Williams, Amy Holley, Shirley Lewis, Jonathan Andrew, David Bernhardt, Kerry Rae, John Tahsuda, Robert Johnston, Katharine MacGregor, Daniel Jorjani, Nikolao Pula, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Todd Willens, Micah Chambers, James Cason, Douglas Domenech, Downey Magallanes, Harry Humbert, Maureen Foster, Edward Keable, Joseph Balash
Description: POC: Cathy Gulac, 208-1739

3pm - 3:30pm  Coffee with Karen Senhadji
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9;
Where: Bison Bistro Cafe (in the basement)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Karen Senhadji, Daniel Jorjani
Daniel Jorjani

4:30pm - 5pm  Montana Trip Meeting
Where: Secretary's Conference Room -- MIB 6151
Calendar: Timothy Nigborowicz
Who: Heather Swift, megan_bloomgren@ios.doi.gov, Caroline Boulton, WadiYakhour, Daniel
Jorjani, Timothy Nigborowicz, Timothy Williams, GisellaOjeda-dodds, Scott Hommel, Douglas
Domenech, Russell Roddy, MicahChambers

Tue Mar 7, 2017

8:30am - 10:30am  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

9:45am - 10am  9:45 Safari Club Case
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/james-schindler?hceid=amFtZXNfc2NoaW5kbGVyQ(
Where: #3038
Calendar: James Schindler
Who: Benjamin Jesup, Russell Husen, Daniel Jorjani, James Schindler, AnnNavaro, Downey
Magallanes, Casey Hammond, Virginia Johnson

10am - 11am  Politica...
12pm - 1pm  Lunch
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAAw9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 2pm  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAAw9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

2pm - 3pm  Daily Leadership Meeting
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVkQHNSvbC5k

Where: 6340
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Edward Keable, Douglas Domenech, James Cason, Nancy Guiden, Scott Hommel

3pm - 3:30pm  ITLO check-in
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud-ke?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVkQHNSvbC

Who: Kenneth Dalton, Daniel Jorjani, Kevin Haugrud

3pm - 3:30pm  Mike Reynolds
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAAw9:

Where: Room 6154 (Secretary’s Immediate Office)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Michael Reynolds, Daniel Jorjani, Janice DeSordi

3:30pm - 4pm  Daily Meeting with Melinda Loftin
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAAw9:

Where: Room 5309
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Melinda Loftin, Kimberly Benton
Description: Attendees: Dan Jorjani, Deputy Chief of Staff Melinda Loftin, Ethics Specialist, Ethics Office
4pm - 5pm  Meeting with Acting Assistant Secretary for Land and Minerals Management and Acting Bureau Directors for BLM, BSEE & OSMRE
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gareth-rees?hceid=Z2FyZXRoX3JlZXNAAwLzRmRvA!

Where: Room 6120  
Calendar: Gareth Rees
Who: Downey Magallanes, Daniel Jorjani, Margaret Schneider, Gareth Rees, Scott Hommel, Yolanda Mack-Thompson, Glenda Owens, James Cason, Micah Chambers, Amanda Kaster, Fred Cruise, Michael Barre, Lori Mashburn, Natalie Davis, Kathleen Benedetto, Katharine MacGregor, Richard Cardinale, Tracie Lassiter, Melissa Simpson, Michael Anderson, megan_bloomgren@ios.doi.gov, Kristin Bail, Linda Thurn, Douglas Domenech

5pm - 6pm  Transition Discussion
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Where: Scott Hommel's Office 6144
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

Wed Mar 8, 2017

8:30am - 10:30am  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

10:30am - 11:30am  DMR Weekly Managers Mtg
Where: RJ/O
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Who: Karen Hawbecker, Daniel Jorjani, Gary Lawkowski, Bovard, Tom, Daugherty, Dennis, Richard McNeer

12pm - 1pm  Lunch
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 1:30pm  BIE Negotiated Rulemaking
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gareth-rees-jam?hceid=Z2FyZXRoX3JlZXNAAwLzRmRvA!

Where: Room 6120 - Call-in 1-888-558-9540 Participant Code 9783271# (Leader Code 1735533#)
Calendar: Gareth Rees
Who: tony.dearman@bie.edu, jeffrey.hamley@bie.edu, juanita.mendoza@bie.edu, Brenda Riel, Regina Gilbert, Elizabeth Appel, Sarah Walters, Jennifer Wiginton, bart.stevens@bie.edu, Lori Mashburn, Brian Quint, Micah Chambers, Gareth Rees, Benjamin Keel, Daniel Jorjani, Douglas Domenech, jacquelyn.cheek@bie.edu, Ashley Fry, James Cason, Amanda Kaster, travis.clark@bie.edu, Downey Magallanes
1pm - 2pm  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

2pm - 3pm  Meeting to Discuss Royalty Policy Committee Reestablishment Charter
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gareth-rees?hceid=Z2FyZXRoX3JlZXNAaW9zLmRva
Where:
Room 6120 - Call-in 1-866-918-5475 Participant Code 8457460# (Leader Code 8389789#)
Calendar: Gareth Rees
Who:
Michael Barre, Edward McDonnell, Juliette Lillie, Timothy Murphy, Walter Cruickshank, Richard Cardinale, Kathleen Benedetto, Gareth Rees, Daniel Jorjani, Carol LeaderCharge, Margaret Schneider, James Cason, Gisella Ojeda-dodds, Linda Thurn, Michael Anderson, weldon. loudermilk@bia.gov, Yolando Mack-Thompson, Greg Gould, Lori Mashburn, Tracie Lassiter, Natalie Davis, Jennifer Heindl, Michael Black, Benjamin Keel, Sarah Walters, Nancy Guiden, Margaret Triebsch, Katharine MacGregor, Scott Hommel, Amy Holley, Michael Nedd, Karla Cook

2:30pm - 3pm  Depart with Greg Myers (driver)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

3pm - 5:30pm  HOLD
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

Thu Mar 9, 2017

8:30am - 10:30am  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

10:30am - 11:30am  Cascade-Siskiyou NM Litigation
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhWlu
Where: sol conf rm. 6340 call in number: 866-713-2836 participant code: 9833053
Who:
Lynn Peterson, James Schindler, Daniel Jorjani, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Laura Damm, Edward Grenham, Kevin Haugrud, Downey Magallanes, Laura Brown, Edward Keable, Aaron Moody, Brian Perron
Going? Yes
Description: leader: 2461678
Daniel Jorjani

11:30am - 12pm Correspondence Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmIAaW9:

Where: Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani’s Office)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Juliette Lillie, Arnetrice Knight

12pm - 1pm Lunch
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmIAaW9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 2pm Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmIAaW9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

2pm - 3pm Daily Leadership Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNlLmNhbl9Wl:

Where: 6340
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Nancy Guiden, Scott Hommel, James Cason, Edward Keable, Daniel Jorjani, Douglas Domenech

3pm - 3:30pm COOP Discussion
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/estle-r-lewis?hceid=ZXN0bGVfcI9sZXdpb3MuZ

Where: 6th Floor
Calendar: Estle Lewis
Who: Lisa Branum, Douglas Domenech, Estle Lewis, Daniel Jorjani, Kerry Trojnar
Description: Discuss Immediate Office membership.

3:30pm - 4pm Daily Meeting with Melinda Loftin
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmIAaW9:

Where: Room 5309
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Melinda Loftin, Kimberly Benton
Description: Attendees: Dan Jorjani, Deputy Chief of Staff Melinda Loftin, Ethics Specialist, Ethics Office
Daniel Jorjani

3:30pm - 4pm  Senior Staff Meeting
  Where:  SOL Conference Room 6340  
  Calendar:  Edward Keable  
  Who:  SOL-Field Solicitors, Karen Richardson, Downey Magallanes, EricaNiebauer, Daniel Jorjani, Gary Lawkowski, Stephen Palmer, Marc Smith, Richard Goeken, James Schindler, Sharon Pudwill, SOL-Associate & Regional Solicitors, Edward Keable, Kevin Haugrud, Joshua Campbell
  Description:  CALL IN INFORMATION: 866-508-0826 / Participant Code 7671758 (leadercode: 6851909)

4pm - 4:30pm  Delisting Meeting
  Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmIAaW9z
  Where:  Room 6136
  Calendar:  Daniel Jorjani
  Created by:  Gisella Ojeda-dodds
  Who:  Douglas Domenech, Daniel Jorjani, Casey Hammond, Virginia Johnson

Fri Mar 10, 2017

8:30am - 10:30am  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
  Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmIAaW9z
  Calendar:  Daniel Jorjani
  Created by:  Gisella Ojeda-dodds

8:30am - 9:30am  Politicals Meeting
  Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmIAaW9z
  Where:  Room 3400
  Calendar:  Daniel Jorjani
  Created by:  Gisella Ojeda-dodds

10:30am - 11am  Coffee with Nikki Buffa
  Where:  Bison Bistro Cafe (in the MIB Basement)
  Calendar:  Daniel Jorjani
  Created by:  Gisella Ojeda-dodds
  Who:  Nikki Buffa, Daniel Jorjani, nikki.buffa@lw.com, dawn.hite@lw.com

11am - 12pm  Meeting with Property Rights Groups
  Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmIAaW9z
  Where:  South Penthouse
  Calendar:  Daniel Jorjani
  Created by:  Gisella Ojeda-dodds

12pm - 1pm  Lunch
  Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmIAaW9z
  Calendar:  Daniel Jorjani
  Created by:  Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Daniel Jorjani

1pm - 2pm  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmIAaW9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1:30pm - 2pm  Weekly Scheduling Review Meeting with Ethics and General Law

Where: MIB 6013
Calendar: Timothy Nigborowicz
Who:
Leila Getto, Timothy Nigborowicz, Jennifer Heindl, Caroline Boulton, Russell Roddy, Daniel Jorjani, Joshua Campbell, Kimberly Benton

3pm - 3:30pm  Correspondence Meeting

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmIAaW9:

Where: Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani's Office)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Scott Hommel, Arnetrice Knight, Juliette Lillie

3:30pm - 4pm  Daily Meeting with Melinda Loftin

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmIAaW9:

Where: Room 5309
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Melinda Loftin, Kimberly Benton
Description:
Attendees: Dan Jorjani, Deputy Chief of Staff Melinda Loftin, Ethics Specialist, Ethics Office

4pm - 4:15pm  Debbie/Tim N.

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmIAaW9:

Where: 6136
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Debbie Cousins, Timothy Nigborowicz

4pm - 5pm  weekly Admin w/MarcS

Where: JH/O
Who: Marc Smith, Edward Keable, Daniel Jorjani, Kevin Haugrud

Mon Mar 13, 2017

8:30am - 10:30am  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmIAaW9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
10am - 11am  **Secretary's Meeting on Indian Country Strategic Conversation**

*Video call:*
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/caroline-boulto?hceid=Y2Fyb2xpbmVfYm91bHRvbkl

*Where:* Secretary's Conference Room  
*Calendar:* Caroline Boulton  
*Who:* Benjamin Keel, Daniel Jorjani, megan_bloomgren@ios.doi.gov, CarolineBoulton, James Cason

11am - 12pm  **Meeting on Sage Grouse**

*Video call:*
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gareth-rees?hceid=Z2FyZXRoX3JIZXNAaW9zLmRva!

*Where:* Room 6120  
*Calendar:* Gareth Rees  
*Who:* Linda Thurn, James Cason, Gisella Ojeda-dodds, Daniel Jorjani,Katharine MacGregor, Kathleen Benedetto, Gareth Rees, YolandoMack-Thompson, Tracie Lassiter, Downey Magallanes, Michael Anderson  
*Description:* Attendees: Jim Cason Dan Jorjani Kathy Benedetto Kate MacGregor Downey Magallanes

12pm - 1pm  **Lunch**

*Video call:*
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

*Calendar:* Daniel Jorjani  
*Created by:* Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 2pm  **DOI/DOJ Coordination call**

*Video call:*
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNlLmNhbWluaW9z

*Where:* 866-704-2863 participant code: 3433355 Rm. 6357  
*Who:* shanedda.bogan@usdoj.gov, Kevin Haugrud, jeffrey.wood@usdoj.gov, EdwardKeable, angela.owens@usdoj.gov, Daniel Jorjani, Mariagrazia Caminiti,Gisella Ojeda-dodds, eric.grant@usdoj.gov, jean.williams@usdoj.gov,James Schindler  
*Going?* Yes

1pm - 2pm  **Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)**

*Video call:*
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

*Calendar:* Daniel Jorjani  
*Created by:* Gisella Ojeda-dodds

2pm - 3pm  **Daily Leadership Meeting**

*Video call:*
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVkQHNvbC5k

*Calendar:* Kevin Haugrud  
*Created by:* Mariagrazia Caminiti  
*Who:* Daniel Jorjani, Douglas Domenech, James Cason, Edward Keable, ScottHommel
Daniel Jorjani

3pm - 4pm  Acting Assistant Secretaries weekly Meeting with Jim Cason.
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/doi-gov-pkrrln3?hceid=amFtZXNfY2Fzb25AaW9zLmI

Where: Conf Rm 6120
Calendar: Gareth Rees
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who:
Daniel Jorjani, James Cason, Kerry Rae, Timothy Williams, Douglas Domenech, Basil Ottley, Richard Cardinal, Andrea Travnicek, Kevin Haugrud, Jason Larrabee, Amy Holley, Gareth Rees, Benjamin Cassidy, Katharine MacGregor, Micah Chambers, Michael Black, Amanda Kaster, Downey Magallanes, Michael Anderson, Roslyn Sellars, Scott Cameron, Lori Mashburn, John Tahsuda, Edward Keable, Tracie Lassiter, Joseph Balash, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Todd Wynn, Maureen Foster, Thomas Irwin, Virginia Johnson, Laura Rigas, Todd Willens, David Bernhardt, Nikolao Pula, Gary Lawkowski, Catherine Callaway, Tameka Lewis-Robinson, Shirley Lewis
Description: POC: Cathy Gulac, 208-1739

3pm - 3:30pm  Correspondence Meeting
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2vcmphbmIAaW9:

Where: Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani’s Office)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Juliette Lillie, Arnetrice Knight, Scott Hommel

4pm - 4:30pm  FR discussion w/Virginia Johnson
Video call:
Where: AS/FWP conference room 3144
Calendar: FWP Conference Room #3144 Scheduler
Created by: Tasha Robbins

4:45pm - 5:30pm  weekly Admin w/MarcS
Where: JH/O
Who: Marc Smith, Daniel Jorjani, Edward Keable, Kevin Haugrud

Tue Mar 14, 2017

8:30am - 10:30am  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2vcmphbmIAaW9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Daniel Jorjani

### 10am - 11am Politics Meeting
**Video call:** https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/caroline-boulto?hceid=Y2Fyb2xpbmVfYm91bHRvbkE

**Where:** Room 6151 (Secretary's Conference Room)
**Calendar:** Caroline Boulton
**Who:**
Timothy Williams, megan_bloomgren@ios.doi.gov, James Schindler, HeatherSwift, Casey Hammond, Ryan Nichols, Amanda Kaster, Micah Chambers, Benjamin Keel, Thomas Baptiste, Natalie Davis, Wadi Yakhour, Douglas Domenech, James Cason, Lori Mashburn, Christine Bauserman, Downey Magallanes, Marshall Critchfield, Amy Mitchell, Daniel Jorjani, Ricky Puckett, Scott Hommel, Virginia Johnson, Brendan Quinn, Scott Cameron, Nancy Guiden, Melissa Simpson, Russell Roddy, Thomas Dickens, Katharine MacGregor, Kathleen Benedetto

**Description:**
This meeting is moving to 10-11AM on Tuesdays! We will continue to use the Secretary's conference room for now, but eventually it will changeto the 5th floor so watch for updates.

### 11:30am - 12pm Travel Discussion
**Video call:** https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

**Calendar:** Daniel Jorjani
**Created by:** Gisella Ojeda-dodds
**Who:** Daniel Jorjani, Debbie Cousins

### 12pm - 1pm Lunch
**Video call:** https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

**Calendar:** Daniel Jorjani
**Created by:** Gisella Ojeda-dodds

### 1pm - 2pm Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
**Video call:** https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

**Calendar:** Daniel Jorjani
**Created by:** Gisella Ojeda-dodds

### 2pm - 2:30pm Secretary's Briefing on Coal Royalty Policy Committee
**Video call:** https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/caroline-boulto?hceid=Y2Fyb2xpbmVfYm91bHRvbkE

**Where:** Secretary's Conference Room, room 6151
**Calendar:** Caroline Boulton
**Who:**
Caroline Boulton, James Cason, Michael Anderson, Daniel Jorjani, Scott Hommel, Kevin Haugrud

**Description:**
IT is working on delegating the Secretary's calendar so the invitation is coming from this account.
Daniel Jorjani

2:30pm - 3pm  Correspondence Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Where: Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani's Office)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Juliette Lillie, Scott Hommel, Arnetrice Knight, Daniel Jorjani

3pm - 3:30pm  Meeting to Discuss FACA committee
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Where: Room 6136
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Mary Pletcher, Timothy Murphy, Leisa Schwab, Juliette Lillie, Margaret Triebsch

3:30pm - 4pm  Daily Meeting with Melinda Loftin
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Where: Room 5309
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Melinda Loftin, Kimberly Benton
Description:
Attendees: Dan Jorjani, Deputy Chief of Staff Melinda Loftin, Ethics Specialist, Ethics Office

4pm - 5pm  Call Daniel Epstein 202.456.3420
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani

Wed Mar 15, 2017

8:30am - 10:30am  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

11am - 12pm  DMR Weekly Managers Mtg
Where: RJO
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Who: Karen Hawbecker, Daugherty, Dennis, Bovard, Tom, Daniel Jorjani, Gary Lawkowski, Richard McNeer
11:30am - 12pm  Pulse Secure Training
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Where: Room 6136
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Rebecca Wilkerson, Jerrell Calhoun

12pm - 1pm  Lunch
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 2pm  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

2pm - 2:30pm  ITLO check-in
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud-ke?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVkQHNVvbC

Who: Kevin Haugrud, Daniel Jorjani, Kenneth Dalton

2pm - 2:30pm  Travel Discussion
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Where: Room 6136
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Debbie Cousins

3pm - 3:30pm  Correspondence Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Where: Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani’s Office)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Juliette Lillie, Arnetrice Knight, Scott Hommel

3:30pm - 4pm  Daily Meeting with Melinda Loftin
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Where: Room 5309
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Melinda Loftin, Kimberly Benton
Description: Attendees: Dan Jorjani, Deputy Chief of Staff Melinda Loftin, Ethics Specialist, Ethics Office
4pm - 5pm  Secretary's Reorganization Meeting

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/caroline-boulto?hceid=Y2Fyb2xpbmVfYm91bHRvbkE

Where: Office of the Secretary  
Calendar: Caroline Boulton  
Who: Scott Hommel, Daniel Jorjani, Douglas Domenech, Gisella Ojeda-dodds, Caroline Boulton

Thu Mar 16, 2017

8:30am - 10:30am  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani  
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

11:30am - 12pm  Travel Discussion

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Where: Room 6136  
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani  
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds  
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Debbie Cousins

12pm - 1pm  Lunch

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani  
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 2pm  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani  
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

2pm - 3pm  Daily Leadership Meeting

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhWlu:

Where: 6340  
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud  
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti  
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Scott Hommel, Douglas Domenech, Nancy Guiden, Edward Keable, James Cason

3pm - 3:30pm  Correspondence Meeting

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Where: Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani's Office)  
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani  
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds  
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Juliette Lillie, Arnetrice Knight, Scott Hommel
3:30pm - 4pm  Daily Meeting with Melinda Loftin
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Where: Room 5309
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Melinda Loftin, Kimberly Benton
Description:  Attendees: Dan Jorjani, Deputy Chief of Staff Melinda Loftin, Ethics Specialist, Ethics Office

Fri Mar 17, 2017

8:30am - 10:30am  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

8:30am - 9:30am  Politics Meeting
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Where: Room 3400
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

9am - 10am  check-in w/Laura Brown (DLR)
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud-la?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVkQHNvbC

Where: JH/O
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Lois Wye, Laura Brown, Aaron Moody, Daniel Jorjani

10:30am - 11am  NPS Permit Discussion
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Where: Room 6136
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Ann Navaro, Louise Milkman, Kim Fondren

11:30am - 12pm  Travel Discussion
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Where: Room 6136
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Debbie Cousins
Daniel Jorjani

12pm - 12:30pm  Easter Egg Discussion
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Where: Room 6136
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Lisa Kilday, Sara Porsia, Louise Milkman

12pm - 1pm  Lunch
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 2pm  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1:30pm - 2pm  Weekly Scheduling Review Meeting with Ethics and General Law
Where: Melinda Loftin's Office -- MIB 5309
Calendar: Timothy Nigborowicz
Who: Jennifer Heindl, Caroline Boulton, Joshua Campbell, Timothy Nigborowicz, Kimberly Benton, Leila Getto, Russell Roddy, Daniel Jorjani

2pm - 3pm  National Bison Range Briefing
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/amanda-kaster?hceid=YW1hbmRhX2thc3Rlc3lmdGQ9:

Where: Secretary's Conference Room
Calendar: Amanda Kaster
Who: Downey Magallanes, Kevin Haugrud, Ann Navaro, Daniel Jorjani, AmandaKaster, Maureen Foster, Casey Hammond, Virginia Johnson, JamesSchindler, Scott Hommel
Description: Scott is available at 2pm for this briefing. If that doesn't work, we may need to push the briefing to Monday. Please let me know.

2:30pm - 3pm  En route EEOB
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

3pm - 3:30pm  Correspondence Meeting
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Where: Room 6144 (Mr. Hommel's Office)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Scott Hommel, Arnetrice Knight, Juliette Lillie
Daniel Jorjani

3pm - 4pm  Egg Discussion EEOB
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Where:
Eisenhower Executive Office Building, Room 129, Pennsylvania Avenue Northwest,  
Washington, DC, United States
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

4pm - 4:30pm  Return to MIB
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

Mon Mar 20, 2017

8:30am - 10:30am  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

10:45am - 11:15am  National Bison Range Briefing
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/caroline-boulto?hceid=Y2Fyb2xpbmVfYm91bHRvbkE

Where: Secretary’s Office
Calendar: [b] (6) - Ryan zinke
Created by: Caroline Boulton
Who:
Nancy Guiden, Amanda Kaster, James Cason, Ann Navaro, Scott Hommel, Catherine Gulac, Virginia Johnson, Kevin Haugrud, Caroline Boulton, [b] (6) - Ryan zinke, Gisella Ojeda-dodds, Douglas Domenech, Daniel Jorjani, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Gareth Rees
Description:
Invitees: Jim Cason, Scott Hommel, Dan Jorjani, Doug Domenech, Jack Haugrud, Ann Navarro

11:15am - 11:45am  Sage Grouse Briefing
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/cdr06?hceid=Y2RyMDZAAw9zLmRvaS5nb3Y.h5mur

Where: Office of the Secretary
Calendar: [b] (6) - Ryan zinke
Created by: Caroline Boulton
Who:
Caroline Boulton, Gisella Ojeda-dodds, Kathleen Benedetto, Katharine MacGregor, Scott Hommel, Daniel Jorjani, Catherine Gulac, [b] (6) - Ryan zinke, Michael Anderson, Nancy Guiden, Richard Cardinale, Gareth Rees, James Cason, Douglas Domenech, Tracie Lassiter
Daniel Jorjani

11:45am - 12pm  Travel Discussion
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAAW9:

Where: Room 6136
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Debbie Cousins

12pm - 1pm  Lunch
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAAW9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

12pm - 1pm  Metropolitan Infrastructure for DOI Briefing
Where: 3400 West Wing Interior Operations Center
Calendar: (b) (6) - Ryan Zinke
Created by: Caroline Boulton
Who: Debra Sonderman, James Cason, Douglas Domenech, Scott Hommel, Catherine Gulac, Jean Parrish, (b) (6) - Ryan Zinke, Catherine Callaway, Amy Holley, Caroline Boulton, Nancy Guiden, Olivia Ferriter, Susan Lang, Daniel Jorjani, Gareth Rees, Abigail Miller, Gisella Ojeda-dodds, Elena Gonzalez

1pm - 2pm DOI/DOJ Coordination call
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNlLmNhbWlua

Where: 866-704-2863 participant code: 3433355 Rm. 6357
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Gisella Ojeda-dodds, shanedda.bogan@usdoj.gov, jean.williams@usdoj.gov, James Schindler, angela.owens@usdoj.gov, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Kevin Haugrud, jeffrey.wood@usdoj.gov, Edward Keable, eric.grant@usdoj.gov
Going? Yes

2pm - 3pm Daily Leadership Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVkQHNvbC5k

Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Scott Hommel, Daniel Jorjani, James Cason, Douglas Domenech, Edward Keable
**Daniel Jorjani**

**3pm - 4pm  Acting Assistant Secretaries weekly Meeting with Jim Cason.**

*Video call:*
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/doi-gov-pkrrIn3?hceid=amFtZXNfY2Fzb25AaW9zLmF

*Where:* Conf Rm 6120  
*Calendar:* Gareth Rees  
*Created by:* Jean Parrish  
*Who:* Todd Wynn, Maureen Foster, Gareth Rees, Daniel Jorjani, Richard Cardinale, Amanda Kaster, Roslyn Sellar, Douglas Domenech, Timothy Williams, Scott Cameron, Micah Chambers, Lori Mashburn, David Bernhardt, Joseph Balash, Benjamin Cassidy, Laura Rigas, James Cason, Michael Anderson, Kerry Rae, Catherine Callaway, Amy Holley, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Todd Willens, Downey Magallanes, Shirley Lewis, Kevin Haugrud, Nikolao Pula, Edward Keable, Tameka Lewis-Robinson, John Tahsuda, Michael Black, Jason Larrabee, Katharine MacGregor, Andrea Travnicek, Thomas Irwin, Gary Lawkowski, Virginia Johnson, Tracie Lassiter  
*Description:* POC: Cathy Gulac, 208-1739

**3pm - 3:30pm  Correspondence Meeting**

*Video call:*
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9z:  
*Where:* Room 6144 (Mr. Hommel's Office)  
*Calendar:* Daniel Jorjani  
*Created by:* Gisella Ojeda-dodds  
*Who:* Scott Hommel, Daniel Jorjani, Arnetrice Knight, Juliette Lillie

**3pm - 3:30pm  Policy Meeting**

*Video call:*
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9z:  
*Calendar:* Daniel Jorjani  
*Created by:* Gisella Ojeda-dodds  
*Who:* Douglas Domenech, Lori Mashburn, Daniel Jorjani, Melissa Simpson, Casey Hammond, megan_bloomgren@ios.doi.gov, Timothy Williams

**4pm - 5pm  Meeting on King Cove Exchange**

*Video call:*
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gareth-rees?hceid=Z2FyZXRoX3JlZXNAw9zLmRva1

*Where:* Room 6120 - Call-in 1-888-558-9540 Participant Code 9783271# (Leader Code 1735533#)  
*Calendar:* Gareth Rees  
*Description:* Attendees Jim Cason Jack Haugrud Doug Domenech Dan Jorjani Virginia Johnson Eric Shepard
8:30am - 10:30am  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/__/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9;
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

9am - 10am  check-in w/Laura Brown (DLR)
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/__/doi.gov/jack-haugrud-la?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVkJQHvbC
Where: JH/O
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Lois Wye, Aaron Moody, Daniel Jorjani, Laura Brown

10am - 11am  Politicals Meeting
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/__/doi.gov/caroline-boulto?hceid=Y2Fyb2xpbmVfYm91bHRvbkE
Where: Room 6151 (Secretary's Conference Room)
Calendar: Caroline Boulton
Description: This meeting is moving to 10-11AM on Tuesdays! We will continue to use the Secretary's conference room for now, but eventually it will changeto the 5th floor so watch for updates.

11:30am - 12pm  Office Space Discussion
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/__/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9;
Where: Room 6136
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Debbie Cousins, Joe Nassar

12pm - 1pm  Lunch
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/__/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9;
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 2pm  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Daniel Jorjani

3pm - 3:30pm  Correspondence Meeting
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Where:  Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani’s Office)
Calendar:  Daniel Jorjani
Created by:  Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who:  Daniel Jorjani, Juliette Lillie, Arnetrice Knight, Scott Hommel

3:30pm - 4pm  Daily Meeting with Melinda Loftin
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Where:  Room 5309
Calendar:  Daniel Jorjani
Created by:  Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who:  Daniel Jorjani, Melinda Loftin, Kimberly Benton
Description:  Attendees: Dan Jorjani, Deputy Chief of Staff Melinda Loftin, EthicsSpecialist, Ethics Office

5pm - 5:30pm  David’s Tent Pre-Brief Meeting
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Where:  Room 6136
Calendar:  Daniel Jorjani
Created by:  Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who:  Kevin Haugrud, Daniel Jorjani, Ann Navaro, Louise Milkman, Kim Fondren

Wed Mar 22, 2017

8:30am - 10:30am  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Calendar:  Daniel Jorjani
Created by:  Gisella Ojeda-dodds

12pm - 1pm  Lunch
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Calendar:  Daniel Jorjani
Created by:  Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 2pm  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Calendar:  Daniel Jorjani
Created by:  Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 2pm  Meeting with Alan Mintz and Brandon Middleton
Calendar:  Daniel Jorjani
Created by:  Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who:  Daniel Jorjani, Alan Mintz, brandon.middleton@usdoj.gov
2pm - 2:30pm  Travel Discussion  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Where: Room 6136  
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani  
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds  
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Debbie Cousins

2:30pm - 3pm  ITLO check-in  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud-ke?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVkJHbC

Who: Daniel Jorjani, Kenneth Dalton, Kevin Haugrud

3pm - 3:30pm  Correspondence Meeting  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Where: Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani’s Office)  
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani  
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds  
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Juliette Lillie, Arnetrice Knight, Scott Hommel

3:30pm - 4pm  Daily Meeting with Melinda Loftin  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Where: Room 5309  
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani  
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds  
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Melinda Loftin, Kimberly Benton  
Description: Attendees: Dan Jorjani, Deputy Chief of Staff Melinda Loftin, Ethics Specialist, Ethics Office

4pm - 5pm  David's Tent Meeting  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Where: U.S. Department of the Interior, 1849 C Street, NW, Room 6136, Washington, D.C.  
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani  
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds  
Who: Daniel Jorjani, dick.patten@businessdefense.org, Jason Hershey

5pm - 5:45pm  Internal Briefing on Red Wolf Recovery Program  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gareth-rees?hceid=Z2FyZXRoX3JlZXNAW9zLmRv:

Where: Room 6120  
Calendar: Gareth Rees  
8:30am - 10:30am  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

10am - 10:30am  Meeting with Chris Belland
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/cbelland-daniel?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Cbelland@historictours.com

11am - 12pm  DMR Weekly Managers Mtg
Where: RJO
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Who: Daugherty, Dennis, Karen Hawbecker, Daniel Jorjani, Gary Lawkowski, Bovard, Tom, Richard McNeer

11:30am - 12pm  Travel Discussion
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Where: Room 6136
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Debbie Cousins

12pm - 1pm  Lunch
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

12pm - 12:30pm  Meeting with Governor Butch Otter
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/caroline-boulto?hceid=Y2Fyb2xpbmVfYm91bHRvbkl
Where: Office of the Secretary
Calendar: (b) (6) - Ryan zinke
Created by: Caroline Boulton
Who: Downey Magallanes, Caroline Boulton, (b) (6) - Ryan zinke, Scott Hommel, Nancy Guiden, Gisella Ojeda-dodds, Timothy Williams, Daniel Jorjani
Description: Governor C.L. "Butch" Otter Stephen Goodson, Special Assistant for Natural Resources Cally Younger, Legal Counsel to Governor Otter Topic: Congratulations Idaho's top natural resources issues, including greater sage-grouse and Gateway West transmission project EA: Krissy Lindsay 208-854-3009
1pm - 2pm  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmIAaW9:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 2pm  Ralph/Marc call w/Jack
Where: JH/O 202-208-0529
Who: Marc Smith, Kevin Haugrud, Daniel Jorjani, ralph.conte@treasury.gov

2pm - 3pm  Daily Leadership Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNlLmNhbWlua
Where: 6340
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Edward Keable, Scott Hommel, Douglas Domenech, James Cason, Nancy Guiden

2pm - 3pm  HOLD: Scott Faulkner
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/caroline-boulto?hceid=Y2Fyb2xpbmVfYm91bHRvbkI
Calendar: Caroline Boulton

3pm - 3:30pm  Correspondence Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmIAaW9:
Where: Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani's Office)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Juliette Lillie, Arnetrice Knight, Scott Hommel

5:15pm - 5:45pm  Meeting with Thomas Baptiste
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gisella-ojeda-d?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmIAaW9:
Where: Room 6136
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

Fri Mar 24, 2017

8:30am - 10:30am  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmIAaW9:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
8:30am - 9:30am  Politics Meeting
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmpmbmlAaW9:

Where: Room 3400  
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani  
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

11am - 11:30am  Travel Discussion
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmpmbmlAaW9:

Where: Room 6136  
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani  
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds  
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Debbie Cousins

11:30am - 12pm  5 Year Review Briefing
Video call:  

Where: Conference room 6120  
Calendar: Gary Frazer  
Created by: Lois Wellman  

12pm - 1pm  Lunch
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmpmbmlAaW9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani  
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 2pm  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmpmbmlAaW9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani  
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1:30pm - 2pm  Weekly Scheduling Review Meeting with Ethics and General Law
Where: Melinda Loftin's Office -- MIB 5309  
Calendar: Timothy Nigborowicz  
Who: Jennifer Heindl, Caroline Boulton, Joshua Campbell, Timothy Nigborowicz, Kimberly Benton, Leila Getto, Russell Roddy, Daniel Jorjani
2pm - 3pm  Post-Stream Protection Rule ESA Compliance Recommendation

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gareth-rees-jam?hceid=Z2FyZXRoX3JlZXNAaW9zLm

Where:
Room 6120 - Call-in 1-888-558-9540 Participant Code 9783271# (Leader Code 1735533#)

Calendar: Gareth Rees

Who:

Description:
In coordination with the Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement (OSMRE) and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), we have prepared the attached recommendation memorandum that describes the preferred option for OSMRE and FWS to comply with the Endangered Species Act (ESA) in a streamlined way that would allow State regulatory authorities and coal companies to obtain incidental take coverage under the ESA for new and existing surface coal mining and reclamation operations. We’ve also prepared the attached briefing paper that summarizes the plaintiffs’ (National Mining Association and Murray Energy Corporation) concerns about the 2016 programmatic biological opinion and the memorandum of understanding between OSMRE and FWS. After you’ve had an opportunity to read these documents, we suggest scheduling a meeting to discuss the recommendation. Karen Hawbecker, Associate Solicitor Division of Mineral Resources Office: (202) 208-4146 karen.hawbecker@sol.doi.gov

3pm - 3:30pm  Correspondence Meeting

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9z

Where: Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani’s Office)

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani

Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

Who: Daniel Jorjani, Juliette Lillie, Arnetrice Knight, Scott Hommel

3:30pm - 4pm  Daily Meeting with Melinda Loftin

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9z

Where: Room 5309

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani

Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

Who: Daniel Jorjani, Melinda Loftin, Kimberly Benton

Description:
Attendees: Dan Jorjani, Deputy Chief of Staff Melinda Loftin, Ethics Specialist, Ethics Office

4pm - 4:30pm  Meeting with Natalie Davis

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9z

Where: Room 6136

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani

Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

Who: Natalie Davis, Daniel Jorjani
8:30am - 10:30am  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

11am - 11:45am  Meeting with Miccosukee Tribe

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Where: U.S. Department of the Interior, 1849 C Street, NW, Congressional Conf.Rm. 6023, Washington, D.C.
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Douglas Domenech, Daniel Jorjani, lforsgren@hbwresources.com, EricShepard, michael_hoenig@nigc.gov

12pm - 1pm  Lunch

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 2pm  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1:15pm - 2pm  DOI/DOJ Coordination call

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbWlu:

Where: 866-704-2863 participant code: 3433355 Rm. 6357
Who: Gisella Ojeda-dodds, angela.owens@usdoj.gov, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Edward Keable, Kevin Haugrud, jeffrey.wood@usdoj.gov, James Schindler, Daniel Jorjani, shanedda.bogan@usdoj.gov, eric.grant@usdoj.gov, jean.williams@usdoj.gov
Going? Yes
Daniel Jorjani

2pm - 3pm  Daily Leadership Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVkQHNvbC5k

Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Scott Hommel, Daniel Jorjani, James Cason, Douglas Domenech, Edward Keable

3pm - 4pm  Acting Assistant Secretaries weekly Meeting with Jim Cason.
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/doi-gov-pkrrln3?hceid=amFtZXNfY2Fzb25AaW9zLmI

Where: Conf Rm 6120
Calendar: Gareth Rees
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Micah Chambers, Catherine Callaway, Benjamin Cassidy, Maureen Foster, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Amy Holley, Thomas Irwin, Todd Wynn, Douglas Domenech, Kevin Haugrud, Daniel Jorjani, Richard Cardinale, Andrea Travnicek, Lori Mashburn, John Tahsuda, Shirley Lewis, Downey Magallanes, Laura Rigas, Virginia Johnson, Kerry Rae, Tracie Lassiter, Gary Lawkowski, Joseph Balash, David Bernhardt, Tameka Lewis-Robinson, Michael Anderson, Timothy Williams, Gareth Rees, Edward Keable, Katharine MacGregor, Jason Larrabee, Scott Cameron, Todd Willens, Roslyn Sellars, James Cason, Michael Black, Amanda Kaster, Nikolao Pula

Description: POC: Cathy Gulac, 208-1739

3pm - 3:30pm  Correspondence Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvmphbmlAaW9z

Where: Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani's Office)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Juliette Lillie, Arnetrice Knight, Daniel Jorjani, Scott Hommel

3:30pm - 4:30pm  Oil and Gas Briefing w/COS
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/scott-hommel?hceid=c2NvdHRfaG9tbWVsQGlvcy5kI

Where: Room 6144
Calendar: Scott Hommel
Created by: Nancy Guiden
Who: Michael Reynolds, Scott Hommel, Herbert Frost, Daniel Jorjani
Description: Dial in number is 202-208-2483. This is the polycom phone in Scott's office. The two attendees will need to be in the same room in CO.

4pm - 5pm  California Trip Meeting
Where: Secretary's Conference Room -- MIB 6151
Calendar: Timothy Nigborowicz
Who: Micah Chambers, Timothy Nigborowicz, Caroline Boulton, Gisella Ojeda-dodds, Heather Swift, Douglas Domenech, megan_bloomgren@ios.do.gov, Daniel Jorjani, Scott Hommel
Daniel Jorjani

5pm - 5:45pm  Meeting on DOI Sec Top 10 List

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gareth-rees?hceid=Z2FyZXRoX3JlZXJpZ2Vzdm1X3NhZG1pbjBwb3M=

Where: Room 6120
Calendar: Gareth Rees
Who: James Cason, Heather Swift, Douglas Domenech, Nancy Guiden, Downey Magallanes, Daniel Jorjani, Micah Chambers, Gisella Ojeda-dodds, Scott Hommel, Gareth Rees, megan_bloomgren@ios.doi.gov
Description: Attendees: Jim Cason Scott Hommel Megan Bloomgren Doug Domenech Dan Jorjani Downey Magallanes Heather Swift Micah Chambers

Tue Mar 28, 2017

8:30am - 10:30am  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9z

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

9am - 10am  check-in w/Laura Brown (DLR)

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud-la?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVkQHBz

Where: JH/O
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Laura Brown, Aaron Moody, Daniel Jorjani, Lois Wye

10am - 11am  Politicals Meeting

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/caroline-boulto?hceid=Y2Fyb2xpbmVfYm91bHRvbnk=

Where: Room 6151 (Secretary's Conference Room)
Calendar: Caroline Boulton
Description: This meeting is moving to 10-11AM on Tuesdays! We will continue to use the Secretary's conference room for now, but eventually it will change to the 5th floor so watch for updates.

11am - 11:30am  Meeting with Chris Kearney

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/ckearney-daniel?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9z

Where: Room 6136, 1849 C Street, NW, Washington, D.C.
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, ckearney@tfgnet.com
11:30am - 12pm  ITLO check-in
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud-ke?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVkQHNVtvC
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Kevin Haugrud, Kenneth Dalton

11:30am - 12pm  Travel Discussion
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Where: Room 6136
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Debbie Cousins

12pm - 1pm  Lunch
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 2pm  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

3pm - 3:30pm  Correspondence Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Where: Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani’s Office)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Juliette Lillie, Arnetrice Knight, Scott Hommel

3:30pm - 4pm  Daily Meeting with Melinda Loftin
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Where: Room 5309
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Melinda Loftin, Kimberly Benton
Description:
Attendees: Dan Jorjani, Deputy Chief of Staff Melinda Loftin, Ethics Specialist, Ethics Office

Wed Mar 29, 2017

8:30am - 10:30am  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
10am - 11am  weekly Admin w/MarcS
Where: JH/O
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Kevin Haugrud, Marc Smith, Edward Keable

11am - 12pm  DMR Weekly Managers Mtg
Where: RJ/O
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Who: Daugherty, Dennis, Richard McNeer, Bovard, Tom, Daniel Jorjani, Karen Hawbecker, Gary Lawkowski

11:30am - 12pm  Meeting with Lori Mashburn
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Where: Room 6136
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Lori Mashburn, Daniel Jorjani

11:30am - 11:45am  USVI Trip Review with Ethics and General Law
Where: Melinda Loftin’s Office
Calendar: Timothy Nigborowicz
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Caroline Boulton, Kimberly Benton, Melinda Loftin, Timothy Nigborowicz, Jennifer Heindl

12pm - 1pm  Lunch
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 2pm  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

2pm - 2:30pm  Weekly Travel-Check-in
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Where: Room 6136 (Dan's Office)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Russell Roddy, Debbie Cousins, Timothy Nigborowicz

3pm - 3:30pm  Correspondence Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Where: Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani’s Office)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Juliette Lillie, Arnetrice Knight, Scott Hommel
Daniel Jorjani

3:30pm - 4pm Daily Meeting with Melinda Loftin
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/...daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Where: Room 5309
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Melinda Loftin, Kimberly Benton
Description: Attendees: Dan Jorjani, Deputy Chief of Staff Melinda Loftin, Ethics Specialist, Ethics Office

Thu Mar 30, 2017

8:30am - 10:30am Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/...daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

10am - 11am Meeting on Federal Transportation Issues
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/...gareth-rees?hceid=Z2FyZXRoX3JlZlZNaW9zLmRva:
Where: Room 6120
Calendar: Gareth Rees
Description: Attendees: Jim Cason Doug Domenech Dan Jorjani Scott Hommel VirginiaJohnson
Former Secretary of Transportation Jim Burnley POC Karen L. McClain Legal Administrative Assistant to Hon. James H. Burnley IV
Venable LLP t 202.344.4935 | f 202.344.8300 600 Massachusetts Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20001
KLMcClain@Venable.com | www.Venable.com

11:30am - 12pm Travel to restaurant
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/...daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

12pm - 1pm Lunch at Cafe Dupark
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/...daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Where: 1401 Pennsylvania Ave, N.W Washington, DC 20004
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Alan Mintz

1pm - 2pm Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/...daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
2pm - 3pm  **Daily Leadership Meeting**  
**Video call:**  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbWlu;

**Where:** 6340  
**Calendar:** Kevin Haugrud  
**Created by:** Mariagrazia Caminiti  
**Who:** Scott Hommel, James Cason, Edward Keable, Douglas Domenech, Nancy Guiden, Daniel Jorjani

3pm - 3:30pm  **Correspondence Meeting**  
**Video call:**  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

**Where:** Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani’s Office)  
**Calendar:** Daniel Jorjani  
**Created by:** Gisella Ojeda-dodds  
**Who:** Scott Hommel, Arnetrice Knight, Daniel Jorjani, Juliette Lillie

3:30pm - 4:30pm  **Senior Staff Meeting**  
**Where:** SOL Conference Room 6340  
**Calendar:** Edward Keable  
**Who:** Kevin Haugrud, SOL-Associate & Regional Solicitors, Edward Keable, SOL-Field Solicitors, Downey Magallanes, Marc Smith, Erica Niebauer, James Schindler, Joshua Campbell, Stephen Palmer, Richard Goeken, Gary Lawkowski, Karen Richardson, Daniel Jorjani, Sharon Pudwill  
**Description:**  
CALL IN INFORMATION: 866-508-0826 / Participant Code 7671758 (leadercode: 6851909)

4pm - 4:20pm  **Travel Discussion**  
**Video call:**  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

**Calendar:** Daniel Jorjani  
**Created by:** Gisella Ojeda-dodds  
**Who:** Daniel Jorjani, Debbie Cousins

---

**Fri Mar 31, 2017**

8:30am - 10:30am  **Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)**  
**Video call:**  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

**Calendar:** Daniel Jorjani  
**Created by:** Gisella Ojeda-dodds

8:30am - 9:30am  **Politics Meeting**  
**Video call:**  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

**Where:** Room 3400  
**Calendar:** Daniel Jorjani  
**Created by:** Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Daniel Jorjani

10:30am - 11am  James Schindler
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Where: Room 6136
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: James Schindler, Daniel Jorjani

11:30am - 12pm  Travel Discussion
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Where: Room 6136
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Debbie Cousins

12pm - 1pm  Lunch
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 2pm  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1:30pm - 2pm  Weekly Scheduling Review Meeting with Ethics and General Law
Where: Melinda Loftin's Office -- MIB 5309
Calendar: Timothy Nigborowicz
Who: Jennifer Heindl, Caroline Boulton, Joshua Campbell, Timothy Nigborowicz, Kimberly Benton, Leila Getto, Russell Roddy, Daniel Jorjani

2pm - 2:45pm  Meeting with Representatives of King Cove
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gareth-rees?hceid=Z2FyZXRoX3JlZXNQaW9zLmRva

Where: Room 6120
Calendar: Gareth Rees
Who: Casey Hammond, Gisella Ojeda-dodds, Amanda Kaster, Micah Chambers, Melissa Simpson, Daniel Jorjani, Gareth Rees, Virginia Johnson, Douglas Domenech, Timothy Williams, James Cason
Description: King Cove Group Mayor Stanley Mack--Aleutians East Borough DellaTrumble--King Cove Native Corporation Gary Hennigh-- City Manager, King Cove Alaska Steve Silver-- DC rep. King Cove Group. Sen. Energy Committee Brian Hughes-- Depy Staff director of Sen. Energy CommitteeLucy Murlitt--Depy General Counsel Sen. Energy Comm. POC Steve Silver Robertson, Monagle, and Eastaugh, PC 1810 Samuel Morse Dr. Suite 202 Reston, VA 20190 703-587-7792 (c) 703-527-4414 (o) 571-313-1973 (f)
Daniel Jorjani

3pm - 3:30pm  Correspondence Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmpbhmlAaW9:
Where: Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani’s Office)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Juliette Lillie, Arnetrice Knight, Scott Hommel

3:30pm - 4pm  Daily Meeting with Melinda Loftin
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmpbhmlAaW9:
Where: Room 5309
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Melinda Loftin, Kimberly Benton
Description: Attendees: Dan Jorjani, Deputy Chief of Staff Melinda Loftin, Ethics Specialist, Ethics Office

Mon Apr 3, 2017

8:30am - 10:30am  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmpbhmlAaW9:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

11am - 11:30am  Meeting with U.S. Chamber Institute for the 21st Century
Where: Room 6120
Calendar: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Katharine MacGregor, Kathleen Benedetto, Douglas Domenech, James Cason, Michael Anderson, Daniel Jorjani, mkoch@uschamber.com

11am - 11:30am  Scheduling Procedure Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/caroline-boulto?hceid=Y2Fyb2xpbmVfYm91bHRvbkl
Where: Secretary’s Conference Room, Room 6151
Calendar: Caroline Boulton
Who: Gisella Ojeda-dodds, Caroline Boulton, Russell Roddy, laura.rigas@gmail.com, Daniel Jorjani, Scott Hommel, Amy Mitchell, Nancy Guiden

11:30am - 12pm  Travel Discussion
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmpbhmlAaW9:
Where: Room 6136
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Debbie Cousins
Daniel Jorjani

12pm - 1pm  Lunch
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/__/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 2pm  DOI/DOJ Coordination call
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/__/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhWlu:
Where: 866-704-2863 participant code: 3433355 Rm. 6357
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Gisella Ojeda-dodds, shanedda.bogan@usdoj.gov, jean.williams@usdoj.gov, James Schindler, angela.owens@usdoj.gov, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Kevin Haugrud, jeffrey.wood@usdoj.gov, EdwardKeable, eric.grant@usdoj.gov
Going? Yes

1pm - 2pm  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/__/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

2pm - 3pm  Daily Leadership Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/__/doi.gov/jack-haugrud?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVkQHNvbC5k
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Scott Hommel, Daniel Jorjani, James Cason, Douglas Domenech, EdwardKeable

3pm - 3:30pm  Correspondence Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/__/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Where: Room 6136 (Dan Jorjani’s Office)
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Juliette Lillie, Arnetrice Knight, Scott Hommel

3:30pm - 4pm  Daily Meeting with Melinda Loftin
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/__/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Where: Room 5309
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Melinda Loftin, Kimberly Benton
Description: Attendees: Dan Jorjani, Deputy Chief of Staff Melinda Loftin, Ethics Specialist, Ethics Office
5pm - 5:20pm  SOL coordination DJ/DM/JS
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbWlu
Where: 6357 DJ/O
Who: James Schindler, Daniel Jorjani, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Downey Magallanes
Going? Yes

Tue Apr 4, 2017
8:30am - 10:30am  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

10:30am - 11am  Meeting Thomas Baptiste
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Where: Room 6352
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Thomas Baptiste

11am - 11:30am  Meeting with Mr. Indur Goklany
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Where: Room 6352
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Indur Goklany, Douglas Domenech

11:30am - 12pm  SUWA info briefing
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Where: DJ/O 6357
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Aaron Moody, Kevin Haugrud, Daniel Jorjani, Laura Brown

12pm - 1pm  Lunch
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 2pm  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
1:30pm - 2pm  **SUWA Settlement; Call-in: 1-888-864-0777; PC: 1884006#**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/katharine-macgr?hceid=a2F0aGFyaW5lX21hY2dyZW

**Where:** Conference Room 6616

**Calendar:** Katharine MacGregor

**Created by:** Michael Anderson

**Who:**
Veronica Larvie, Kevin Haugrud, Daniel Jorjani, jean.williams@usdoj.gov, Edwin Roberson, Jerome Perez, Linda Thurn, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Aaron Moody, Kathleen Benedetto, Downey Magallanes, Anita Bilbao, John Steiger, andy.mergen@usdoj.gov, Catherine Gulac, Michael Nedd, Laura Brown, Kristin Bail, Tracie Lassiter, Katharine MacGregor, James Cason, Shannon Stewart, Richard Cardinale, Yolando Mack-Thompson, Gareth Rees, Ryan Sklar, jperearichmann@blm.gov

2:15pm - 3pm  **ASWS Briefing - TX v NM**

**Where:** Room 6641; Call #866-702-1472; PC: 1943461; LC: 5233355

**Calendar:** Michelle Brown

**Created by:** Deborah Lawler

**Who:**
ASWS Conference Room, Brent Rhee, David Palumbo, Downey Magallanes, Keith Saxe, Brent Esplin, Shelly Randel, Scott Cameron, Lori Caramanian, Deborah Lawler, Daniel Jorjani, Jennifer Faler, Jeanette Coleman, Carter Brown, Kerry Rae, Chris Rich, Ryan Nichols, Michelle Brown, Lee Traynham

3pm - 3:30pm  **Correspondence Meeting**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcnphbmlAaW9z

**Where:** Room 6144 (Mr. Hommel's Office)

**Calendar:** Daniel Jorjani

**Created by:** Gisella Ojeda-dodds

**Who:** Juliette Lillie, Scott Hommel, Arnetrice Knight, Daniel Jorjani

3pm - 4pm  **weekly Admin w/MarcS**

**Where:** JHO

**Who:** Daniel Jorjani, Kevin Haugrud, Marc Smith, Edward Keable

4pm - 5pm  **Acting Assistant Secretaries weekly Meeting with Jim Cason.**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/doi-gov-pkrrln3?hceid=amFtZXNfY2Fzb25AaW9zLmI

**Where:** Conf Rm 6120

**Calendar:** Gareth Rees

**Created by:** Jean Parrish

**Who:**
Timothy Williams, Micah Chambers, Andrea Travnicek, Douglas Domenech, Scott Cameron, Amanda Kaster, Downey Magallanes, Charlene Leizear, Todd Wynn, Joseph Balash, Daniel Jorjani, Richard Cardinale, Nikolao Pula, Gareth Rees, Roslyn Sellars, Tracie Lassiter, Thomas Irwin, Tameka Lewis-Robinson, David Bernhardt, Maureen Foster, Shirley Lewis, Laura Rigas, Katharine MacGregor, Todd Willens, Benjamin Cassidy, Amy Holley, James Cason, Gary Lawkowski, Jason Larrabee, Catherine Callaway, Edward Keable, Virginia Johnson, John Tahsuda, Lori Mashburn, Michael Black, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Kerry Rae, Kevin Haugrud, Michael Anderson

**Description:** POC: Cathy Gulac, 208-1739
Daniel Jorjani  
Wed Apr 5, 2017  

8:30am - 10:30am  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9;  
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani  
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds  

9am - 10am  check-in w/Laura Brown (DLR)  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud-la?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVkQHNVvbC  
Where: JH/O  
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud  
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti  
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Lois Wye, Laura Brown, Aaron Moody  

10:30am - 11:30am  DMR Weekly Managers Mtg  
Where: RJ/O  
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud  
Who:  
Karen Hawbecker, Daniel Jorjani, Gary Lawkowski, Bovard, Tom, Daugherty, Dennis, Richard McNeer  

11am - 11:45am  Meeting NOIA Board/Executive Leaders  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gareth-rees?hceid=Z2FyZXRoX3JlZXNAAaW9zLmRva!  
Where: Room 6120  
Calendar: Gareth Rees  
Who:  
Walter Cruickshank, Douglas Domenech, James Cason, Thomas Lillie, Emily Lindow, Tracie Lassiter, Karla Cook, Michael Anderson, Daniel Jorjani, Gareth Rees, Richard Cardinale, Recia Whitfield, Margaret Schneider, Greg Gould, BOEM Director Calendar, Gisella Ojeda-dodds, Katharine MacGregor  
Description:  
Mark Hatfield Vice President, Gulf of Mexico Business Unit ChevronCovington, Louisiana Sector: Producing Kevin McEvoy Chief ExecutiveOfficer Oceaneering International, Inc Houston, Texas Sector:Equipment Manufacturers / Suppliers Cindy Taylor President & CEO Oil States International Houston, Texas Sector: Marine Construction /Contractors Richard Clark President Deep Gulf Energy Houston, Texas Sector: Producing Lynne Hackedorn Vice President, Government & PublicAffairs Cobalt International Energy, Inc Houston, Texas Sector: Producing Jamie Vazquez Board of Directors Member NOIA Houston, Texas Probable Topics: Increased access to the OCS. Currently 94% of the OCS is off limits to oil and natural gas exploration. Are there plans to begin a new Five Year Program? Working with Congress to shorten the time frame? Will there be an effort to reverse some or all of the 12(a) withdrawals. Regulatory issues. Status of the Air Quality Rule, NTL on Financial Assurance, timing of upcoming deadlines under the WellControl Rule, update on the Valuation Rule, plans for the Royalty Policy Committee, regulatory agenda for the next 6 months. Geologic and geophysical permitting. What is the status of the denied permits for the Atlantic? Status of the DPEIS for the GOM. Relationship with NMFSand discussion of why such lengthy time-frames for decisions. DOILeadership. Update on filling of key leadership posts.  

12pm - 1pm  Lunch  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9;  
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani  
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Daniel Jorjani

1pm - 2pm  **Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)**

*Video call:*  

*Calendar:* Daniel Jorjani  
*Created by:* Gisella Ojeda-dodds

3:45pm - 4:45pm  **check-in w/Keith Saxe (DWR)**

*Video call:*  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud-ke?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVkJQHnbC

*Calendar:* Kevin Haugrud  
*Created by:* Mariagrazia Caminiti  
*Who:* Daniel Jorjani, Carter Brown, Keith Saxe, Scott Bergstrom

4:30pm - 5pm  **Meeting with Will Shaffroth**

*Video call:*  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmIAaW9:

*Calendar:* Daniel Jorjani  
*Created by:* Gisella Ojeda-dodds  
*Who:* eroyershetter@nationalparks.org, Daniel Jorjani

5:15pm - 6:15pm  **SPR debrief**

*Video call:*  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNlLmNhbWluaA:

*Where:* sol conf rm. 6340 - call-in: 866-713-2836 participant code: 9833053  

*Going? Yes*

Thu Apr 6, 2017

8:30am - 10:30am  **Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)**

*Video call:*  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmIAaW9:

*Calendar:* Daniel Jorjani  
*Created by:* Gisella Ojeda-dodds

10am - 10:30am  **Meeting with Rob Hennek, Texas Public Policy Foundation on Bone Harvestman Cave Spider**

*Video call:*  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gareth-rees?hceid=Z2FyZXRoX3JlZXNAaW9zLmRva8

*Where:* Room 6120  
*Calendar:* Gareth Rees  
*Who:*  
Tasha Robbins, Douglas Domenech, Daniel Jorjani, James Cason, Virginia Johnson, Casey Hammond, Roslyn Sellars, Gisella Ojeda-dodds, Gareth Rees, Thomas Irwin  
*Description:*  
Attendees: Jim Cason Virginia Johnson Casey Hammond Dan Jorjani Doug Domenech
10:30am - 11am  **Meeting with Rob Hennek re: Red River Case**

*Video call:* https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gareth-rees?hceid=Z2FyZXRoX3JlZXNAaW9zLmRvak

*Where:* Room 6120  
*Calendar:* Gareth Rees  
*Who:*  
Michael Anderson, Douglas Domenech, Linda Thurn, Yolando Mack-Thompson, Katharine MacGregor, Daniel Jorjani, Gisella Ojeda-dodds, Gareth Rees, Kathleen Benedetto, James Cason  
*Description:* Attendees: Jim Cason Kathy Bennedetto Kate MacGregor Dan Jorjani Doug Domenech

11am - 12pm  **WHEER Discussion with WH & NPF**

*Video call:* https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/sara-porsia?hceid=c2FyYS5wb3JzaWFAc29sLmRvak

*Where:* Participant Dial-In: (202) 395-6392 Participant Code: 266 3724  
*Calendar:* Sara Porsia  
*Who:* Sara Porsia, Daniel Jorjani, Michael Reynolds, Ann Navaro

11:45am - 12:45pm  **NOTE: New Time -- MBTA meeting**

*Video call:* https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/tasha-l-robbins?hceid=dGFzaGFfbF9yb2JiaW5zQGlv

*Where:* SOL Conference room - 6340  
*Calendar:* Tasha Robbins  
*Who:*  
*Description:* Ann Navarro Bill Woody Jerome Ford Noah Matson Casey Hammond Virginia Johnson Maureen Foster Ben Jesup Downey Magallenes James Schindler

12pm - 1pm  **Lunch**

*Video call:* https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9z

*Calendar:* Daniel Jorjani  
*Created by:* Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 1:30pm  **ITLO check-in**

*Video call:* https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud-ke?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVkJmNvbC

*Who:* Kevin Haugrud, Daniel Jorjani, Kenneth Dalton

2pm - 3pm  **Daily Leadership Meeting**

*Video call:* https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNJLmNhbWlu

*Where:* 6340  
*Calendar:* Kevin Haugrud  
*Created by:* Mariagrazia Caminiti  
*Who:*  
Scott Hommel, James Cason, Edward Keable, Douglas Domenech, Nancy Guiden, Daniel Jorjani
3pm - 3:30pm  species reintroduction
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyWYWNILmNhbWlu

Where: 6356 JH/O
Who:
Kevin Haugrud, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Daniel Jorjani, Edward Keable, James Cason, Ann
Navaro
Going? Yes

3:30pm - 4:30pm  Senior Staff Meeting
Where: SOL Conference Room 6340
Calendar: Edward Keable
Who:
SOL-Field Solicitors, Erica Niebauer, James Schindler, Richard Goeken, Stephen Palmer,
Edward Keable, Downey Magallanes, Gary Lawkowski, Marc Smith, Daniel Jorjani, Karen
Richardson, Sharon Pudwill, Joshua Campbell, Kevin Haugrud, SOL-Associate & Regional
Solicitors, Kara Pfister
Description:
CALL IN INFORMATION: 866-508-0826 / Participant Code 7671758(leadercode:
6851909)

Fri Apr 7, 2017

8:30am - 10:30am  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAAw9;

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

8:30am - 9:30am Politicals Meeting
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAAw9;

Where: Room 3400
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

12pm - 1pm  Lunch
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAAw9;

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1:30pm - 2pm  Weekly Scheduling Review Meeting with Ethics and General Law
Where: Melinda Loftin's Office -- MIB 5309
Calendar: Timothy Nigborowicz
Who:
Jennifer Heindl, Caroline Boulton, Joshua Campbell, Timothy Nigborowicz, Kimberly
Benton, Leila Getto, Russell Roddy, Daniel Jorjani
Daniel Jorjani

2pm - 3pm  FY17 SOL Budget Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbWlu

Where: 6356
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Kevin Haugrud, Tommy Tomsan, Marc Smith, Tyrone Santos, Mariagrazia Caminiti
Going? Yes

4pm - 5pm  Intro to NEPA and Possibilities for Streamlining
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/lthurn?hceid=bHRodXJuQGJsbS5nb3Y.m7c621op0qp

Where: Room 6616
Calendar: Linda Thurn

Sat Apr 8, 2017

1pm - 2:30pm  Regulatory Review - Fish, Wildlife and Parks
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gareth-rees?hceid=Z2FyZXRoX3JlZXNAaW9zLmRva

Where: Room 6120
Calendar: Gareth Rees
Who: James Cason, Casey Hammond, Daniel Jorjani, Scott Hommel, Gareth Rees

2:30pm - 3:30pm  Regulatory Review - Land and Minerals Management
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gareth-rees?hceid=Z2FyZXRoX3JlZXNAaW9zLmRva

Where: Room 6120
Calendar: Gareth Rees
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Scott Hommel, Kathleen Benedetto, Katharine MacGregor, James Cason, Richard Cardinale, Gareth Rees

3:30pm - 4pm  Regulatory Review - Water and Science
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gareth-rees?hceid=Z2FyZXRoX3JlZXNAaW9zLmRva

Where: Room 6120
Calendar: Gareth Rees
Who: Scott Cameron, James Cason, Daniel Jorjani, Scott Hommel, Gareth Rees

Mon Apr 10, 2017

8:30am - 10:30am  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9;

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Daniel Jorjani

12pm - 1pm  Lunch
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmIAaW9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 2pm  DOI/DOJ Coordination call
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbWlu:

Where: 866-704-2863 participant code: 3433355 Rm. 6357
Who:
Daniel Jorjani, Gisella Ojeda-dodds, shanedda.bogan@usdoj.gov, jean.williams@usdoj.gov, James Schindler, angela.owens@usdoj.gov, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Kevin Haugrud, jeffrey.wood@usdoj.gov, EdwardKeable, eric.grant@usdoj.gov
Going? Yes

1pm - 2pm  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmIAaW9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

2pm - 3pm  Daily Leadership Meeting
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVkQHbC5k

Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Scott Hommel, Daniel Jorjani, James Cason, Douglas Domenech, EdwardKeable

2pm - 2:30pm  Mining in Minnesota Bridge# 1-866-842-0137 passcode 6041487
Where: BLM-WO MIB RM5653 Conference Room
Calendar: Linda Thurn
Who:
Joshua Hanson, Briana Collier, Yolando Mack-Thompson, Karen Mouritsen, Alfred Elser, Michael Nedd, Ruthie Jefferson, Timothy Spisak, Marshall Critchfield, Linda Thurn, Daniel Jorjani, Lonny Bagley, Jerome Perez, BLM-WO MIB RM5653 Conference Room,
Jeff Brune, Mitchell Leverette, Downey Magallanes, Aaron Moody, Shannon Stewart, Karen Hawbecker, Kathleen Benedetto

Description: Bridge# 1-866-842-0137 passcode 6041487

2:30pm - 3pm  Mountain Valley Pipeline - Bridge # Bridge # 866-566-1374 (4330536#)
Where: BLM-WO MIB RM5653 Conference Room
Calendar: Linda Thurn
Who:

Description: Bridge # 866-566-1374 (4330536#)
3pm - 4pm  Acting Assistant Secretaries weekly Meeting with Jim Cason.  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/doi-gov-pkrrln3?hceid=amFtZXNfY2Fzb25AaW9zLmI  
Where: Conf Rm 6120  
Calendar: Gareth Rees  
Created by: Jean Parrish  
Who:  
Kerry Rae, Maureen Foster, Todd Willens, Michael Anderson, Virginia Johnson, Shirley Lewis, Joseph Balash, Thomas Irwin, Gary Lawkowski, Amanda Kaster, Douglas Domenech, Jason Larrabee, Micah Chambers, Tameka Lewis-Robinson, Downey Magallanes, Kevin Haugrud, Gareth Rees, Michael Black, John Tahsuda, Katharine MacGregor, Laura Rigas, Benjamin Cassidy, Amy Holley, David Bernhardt, Daniel Jorjani, Nikolao Pula, Andrea Travnicek, Edward Keable, Tracie Lassiter, Roslyn Sellars, Lori Mashburn, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Scott Cameron, Catherine Callaway, Timothy Williams, James Cason, Todd Wynn, Richard Cardinale  
Description: POC: Cathy Gulac, 208-1739

4:30pm - 5:30pm  Greater Sage Grouse briefing  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNIcml6b2dIaW9z  
Where: sol conf rm. 6340  
Who:  
Laura Brown, Aaron Moody, Daniel Jorjani, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Linda Thurn, Sarah Shattuck, Kathleen Benedetto, Kevin Haugrud  
Going? Yes

Tue Apr 11, 2017

8:30am - 9am  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9z  
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani  
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

9am - 10am  check-in w/Laura Brown (DLR)  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud-la?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVkJmFhNVNvbC  
Where: JH/O  
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud  
Created by: Daniel Jorjani  
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Aaron Moody, Laura Brown, Lois Wye

11am - 11:15am  Southeast RegSol Horace Clark (ATL) w/Jorjani  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNIcml6b2dIaW9z  
Where: 404-331-5601  
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani  
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti  
Who: Horace Clark, Daniel Jorjani
11:45am - 12pm  Intermountain RegSOL John Steiger (SLC)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Where: call: 801-239-0548
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: John Steiger, Daniel Jorjani

12pm - 1pm  Lunch
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 2pm  Lands and Cadastral 101
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/mnedd?hceid=bW5iZGRAYmxtLmdvdg.pvl6u94e4hu
Where: Conference Room 6616 or Dial-In 1-877-958-3461 PC- 4768908#
Calendar: Linda Thurn
Created by: Ruthie Jefferson

1pm - 2pm  Meeting with FWP on ALL THINGS DC
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gareth-rees?hceid=Z2FyZXRoX3JlZXNAaW9zLmRva:
Where: Room 6120
Calendar: Gareth Rees
Description: Attendees: Jim Cason Scott Hommel, COS Mike Reynolds, NPS Bert Frost, NPS Bob Vogel, NPS John Stanwich, NPS Gay Vietzke, NPS Peter May, NPS

1:30pm - 2:30pm  weekly Admin w/MarcS
Where: JH/O
Who: Marc Smith, Daniel Jorjani, Kevin Haugrud, Edward Keable

3pm - 3:30pm  Texas v. NM w/SOL
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbwLw
Where: sol conf rm. 6340
Who: Kevin Haugrud, Shelly Randel, Carter Brown, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Daniel Jorjani, Keith Saxe
Going? Yes
Daniel Jorjani

4pm - 5pm  Ninilchik potential settlement briefing
Video call: 
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNjLmNhWl

Where: 866-713-2836 participant code: 9833053 (leader dc: 2461678) DJ/O 6357
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Kevin Haugrud, Kenneth Lord, Joseph Darnell, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Ann Navaro
Going? Yes

5pm - 5:45pm  Workplace Culture Update
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gareth-rees?hceid=Z2FyZXRoX3JlZXNAaW9zLmRva

Where: Room 6120
Calendar: Gareth Rees
Who: James Cason, Amy Holley, Edward Keable, Mary Pletcher, Gareth Rees, Daniel Jorjani

6:15pm - 6:15pm  Michael Bogert re: sage grouse 5 min.
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAAf9:

Where: 208-562-4907
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti

Wed Apr 12, 2017

8:30am - 10:30am  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAAf9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

10:30am - 11:30am  Peg R re: Section 7 - HOLD
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAAf9:

Where: DJ/O
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Peg Romanik

12pm - 1pm  Ben Jesup/Dan J re: ESA
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/benjamin-jesup?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAAf9:

Where: DJ/O
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Benjamin Jesup

12pm - 1pm  Lunch
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAAf9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
1pm - 2pm  Briefing on DOI Revenue Streams
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/cdr06?hceid=Y2RyMDZAAw9zLmRvaS5nb3Y.vq7eqc

Where: Office of the Secretary
Calendar: [b] (b) - Ryan zinke
Created by: Caroline Boulton
Who:
Amy Holley, Downey Magallanes, Catherine Callaway, Gareth Rees, Adrianne Moss, James Cason, Scott Hommel, Daniel Jorjani, Olivia Ferriter, Denise Flanagan, megan_bloomgren@ios.doi.gov, [b] (b) - Ryan zinke

1pm - 2pm  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaA9z

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

2pm - 2:30pm  ITLO check-in
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud-ke?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVvQHNvbC

Who: Daniel Jorjani, Kevin Haugrud, Kenneth Dalton

2:45pm - 2:45pm  Pacific Northwest RegSOL Lynn Peterson (POR) w/Jorjani
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbWlu

Where: call: 503-231-2125
Who: Lynn Peterson, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Daniel Jorjani
Going? Yes

3:30pm - 4:30pm  Gunnison Sage Grouse position hold
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbWlu

Where:
6340 sol conf rm. (call-in: 866-713-2836 participant code: 9833053-dc/leader: 2461678)
Who:
Matthew McKeown, Ann Navaro, Gina Shultz, Casey Hammond, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Daniel Jorjani, Kris Tita, Noreen Walsh, Benjamin Jesup, Dana Jacobsen, Kevin Haugrud
Going? Yes

4:30pm - 5:30pm  African elephant lit briefing
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbWlu

Where: sol conf rm. 6340
Who:
Russell Husen, bryan_arroyo@fws.gov, Ann Navaro, Casey Hammond, Benjamin Jesup, Daniel Jorjani, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Kevin Haugrud
Going? Yes
8:30am - 10:30am  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

11am - 12pm  check-in w/Keith Saxe (DWR)jo
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud-ke?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVkQHnvbc:
Where: JH/O
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Carter Brown, Daniel Jorjani, Scott Bergstrom, Keith Saxe

12pm - 1pm  Lunch
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 2pm  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

2pm - 3pm  Bi-weekly Leadership Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbwW:
Where: 6340
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Edward Keable, James Cason, Scott Hommel, Nancy Guiden, Douglas Domenech, Daniel Jorjani

3pm - 3:30pm  dlr enviro compliance branch briefing
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbwW:
Where: DJ/O 6357
Who: Laura Brown, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Lois Wye, Kevin Haugrud, Daniel Jorjani
Going? Yes
Fri Apr 14, 2017

8:30am - 10:30am  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
   Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
   Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
   Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

8:30am - 9:30am  Politicals Meeting
   Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
   Where: Room 3400
   Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
   Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

10:30am - 11am  Eagle Crest Energy Company premtg w/Ann
   Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/ann-navaro-mari?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbWlu
   Where: DJ/O
   Who: Ann Navaro, Douglas Domenech, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Daniel Jorjani
   Going? Yes

12pm - 1pm  Lunch
   Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
   Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
   Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 1:30pm  Eagle Crest Energy Company w/Peter Umhofer
   Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbWlu
   Where: 6352
   Who: pumhofer@e2strategic.com, Douglas Domenech, Daniel Jorjani, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Gisella Ojeda-dodds
   Going? Yes
Daniel Jorjani

1:45pm - 2pm  Pacific SW RegSol Temi Josephson (Sacto) w/Jorjani
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Where: 916-978-5682
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Temi Josephson

2pm - 3pm  Everglades briefing w/DPW/DWR
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbWlu

Where:  sol conf rm. 6340 (call-in 866-713-2836 participant code: 9833053 -leader/dc: 2461678)
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Jason Waanders, Keith Saxe, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Kevin Haugrud, Larry Mellinger, Ann Navaro, Benjamin Jesup
Going? Yes

3:30pm - 4pm  SUWA briefing for Jorjani w/DLR/IMR
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbWlu

Where:  DJ/O 6357 and call: 866-713-2836 participant code: 9833053 (dc leader:2461678)
Who: Veronica Larvie, Laura Brown, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Aaron Moody, Kevin Haugrud, John Steiger, Daniel Jorjani
Going? Yes

4:30pm - 4:30pm  Alaska RegSol Joe Darnell (Anc) w/Jorjani
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbWlu

Where: 907-271-4118
Who: Joseph Darnell, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Daniel Jorjani
Going? Yes

4:45pm - 4:45pm  SW RegSOL Lance Wenger (ABQ) w/DJorjani
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbWlu

Where: 505-248-5613
Who: Mariagrazia Caminiti, Lance Wenger, Daniel Jorjani
Going? Yes

Mon Apr 17, 2017

8:30am - 10:30am  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Daniel Jorjani

12pm - 1pm  Lunch
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvmphbmlAaW9:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 2pm  DOI/DOJ Coordination call
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbWlu:
Where: 866-704-2863 participant code: 3433355 Rm. 6357
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Gisella Ojeda-dodds, shanedda.bogan@usdoj.gov, jean.williams@usdoj.gov, James Schindler, angela.owens@usdoj.gov, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Kevin Haugrud, jeffrey.wood@usdoj.gov, EdwardKeable, eric.grant@usdoj.gov
Going? Yes

2pm - 3pm  Daily Leadership Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud?hceid=amFjay5oXYVnncnVkJHNvbC5k
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Scott Hommel, Daniel Jorjani, James Cason, Douglas Domenech, EdwardKeable

3pm - 4pm  Acting Assistant Secretaries weekly Meeting with Jim Cason.
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/doi-gov-pkrln3?hceid=amFtZXNIY2Fzb25AaW9zLmI
Where: Conf Rm 6120
Calendar: Gareth Rees
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Joseph Balash, Basil Ottley, Amanda Kaster, Lori Mashburn, Benjamin Cassidy, Gary Lawkowski, Andrea Travnichek, Scott Cameron, Amy Holley, Shirley Lewis, Tameka Lewis-Robinson, Kerry Rae, James Cason, Virginia Johnson, John Tausuda, Gareth Rees, Todd Wynn, Douglas Domenech, David Bernhardt, Nikolao Pula, Todd Willsen, Michael Black, Daniel Jorjani, Timothy Williams, Michael Anderson, Laura Rigas, Kevin Haugrud, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Jason Larrabee, Micah Chambers, RichardCardinale, Thomas Irwin, Roslyn Sellers, Katharine MacGregor, Edward Keable, Tracie Lassiter, Catherine Callaway, Maureen Foster, Downey Magallanes
Description: POC: Cathy Gulac, 208-1739

4pm - 5pm  Shenandoah Trip Meeting
Where: Secretary’s Conference Room -- MIB 6151
Calendar: Timothy Nigborowicz
Who: Scott Hommel, Virginia Johnson, Daniel Jorjani, Downey Magallanes, Douglas Domenech, Timothy Nigborowicz, Caroline Boulton

5pm - 5:30pm  Railroad ROW briefing w/Laura/Aaron/Dan/Jack
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbWlu:
Where: DJ/O 6357
Who: Aaron Moody, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Kevin Haugrud, Laura Brown, Daniel Jorjani, Michael Smith
Going? Yes
Daniel Jorjani

Tue Apr 18, 2017

8:30am - 10:30am  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

9am - 10am  check-in w/Laura Brown (DLR)
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud-la?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncVvkQHNVbC
Where: JH/O
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Laura Brown, Aaron Moody, Daniel Jorjani, Lois Wye

10am - 11am  Military Lands Withdrawal Meeting; Call-in: 1-888-864-0777; PC: 1884006#
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/katharine-macgr?hceid=a2F0aGFyaW5lX21hY2dyZW
Where: Conference Room 6616
Calendar: Katharine MacGregor
Description: Meeting is back on and confirmed for April 18th at 10:00am. Apologies for any confusion.

12pm - 1pm  Lunch
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 2pm  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 1:30pm  Sage Grouse Listening Session download w/dlr
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbWlu
Where: JH/O 6356
Who: Kevin Haugrud, Laura Brown, Sarah Shattuck, Daniel Jorjani, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Aaron Moody, Kathleen Benedetto
Going? Yes
Daniel Jorjani

3pm - 4pm  Josh Campbell w/Dan Jorjani
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Where: Rm. 6357 Main Interior 1849 C Street NW
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Josh Campbell

4pm - 4:30pm  Tom Cassidy w/Jorjani
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbWlu
Where: DJ/O 6357
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Daniel Jorjani, tcassidy@savingplaces.org
Description: Tom Cassidy 703 969-1004 (cell)

4:30pm - 5pm  Mary Neumayr call: 456-3486
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbWlu
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Daniel Jorjani, mary.b.neumayr@ceq.eop.gov
Description: assistant: Essence Tillett, 395-3529

Wed Apr 19, 2017

8:30am - 10:30am  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

10am - 11am  Pre-Pre Meeting on CH/"Destruction or Adverse Modification" Case
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi/joan-goldfarb?hceid=am9hbi5nb2xkZmFyYkbzb2wu:
Calendar: Joan Goldfarb
Who: Casey Hammond, Gary Frazer, Downey Magallanes, Rebecca Finley, Benjamin Jesup, Daniel Jorjani, Joan Goldfarb, Kevin Haugrud, Ann Navaro

11am - 12pm  DMR Weekly Managers Mtg
Where: RJO
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Who: Karen Hawbecker, Gary Lawkowski, Bovard, Tom, Daniel Jorjani, Richard McNeer, Daugherty, Dennis

12pm - 1pm  ESA lunches
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbWlu
Where: sol conf rm. 6340
Who: Ann Navaro, Benjamin Jesup, Daniel Jorjani, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Kevin Haugrud
Going? Yes
12pm - 1pm    Lunch
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/._/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 2pm    Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/._/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 1:30pm    ITLO check-in
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/._/doi.gov/jack-haugrud-ke?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVkJQHvC
Who: Kenneth Dalton, Kevin Haugrud, Daniel Jorjani

3pm - 4pm    Ja'Ron/Dan
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/._/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Where: 17th/Penn - Cosi
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti

4:30pm - 5:30pm    W. Oregon BLM Plans/Cascade Siskiyou NM briefing
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/._/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbWlu
Where: sol 6340 call: 866-713-2836 participant code: 9833053 (dc leader:2461678)
Who: Brian Perron, Laura Damm, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Edward Grenham, Lynn Peterson, Laura Brown, Daniel Jorjani, Kevin Haugrud, Aaron Moody
Going? Yes

Thu Apr 20, 2017

All day    Keable A/L
Thu Apr 20, 2017 - Tue Apr 25, 2017
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/._/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbWlu:
Who: Kevin Haugrud, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Daniel Jorjani, Edward Keable
Going? Yes

8:30am - 10:30am    Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/._/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
11am - 12pm  Briefing on Farrell-Cooper litigations
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gareth-rees?hceid=Z2FyZXRoX3JlZXNAaW9zLmRva
Where: Room 6120 - Call-in 1-888-558-9540 Participant Code 9783271# (Leader Code 1735533#)
Calendar: Gareth Rees

11am - 12pm  check-in w/Keith Saxe (DWR)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud-ke?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVkBHNPbC
Where: JH/O
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Scott Bergstrom, Carter Brown, Keith Saxe, Daniel Jorjani

12pm - 1pm  Lunch w/JFowler - hold
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmIAaW9:
Where: tbd
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: jfowler@achp.gov, Daniel Jorjani

1pm - 2pm  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmIAaW9:
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

2pm - 3pm  Bi-weekly Leadership Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbWlu:
Where: 6340
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Edward Keable, James Cason, Scott Hommel, Nancy Guiden, Douglas Domenech, Daniel Jorjani

3:30pm - 4:30pm  Senior Staff Meeting
Where: SOL Conference Room 6340
Calendar: Edward Keable
Who: Gary Lawkowski, Kevin Haugrud, Edward Keable, SOL-Field Solicitors, Richard Goeken, Terri Debin, Downey Magallanes, Joshua Campbell, Stephen Palmer, Daniel Jorjani, Marc Smith, SOL-Associate & Regional Solicitors, Erica Niebauer, Karen Richardson, Sharon Pudwill, James Schindler
Description: CALL IN INFORMATION: 866-508-0826 / Participant Code 7671758 (leadercode: 6851909)
Daniel Jorjani

Fri Apr 21, 2017

**All day  Keable A/L**

Thu Apr 20, 2017 - Tue Apr 25, 2017

*Video call:*
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbWluaW5u

*Who:*
Kevin Haugrud, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Daniel Jorjani, Edward Keable

*Going? Yes*

**8:30am - 9:30am  **Politics Meeting**

*Video call:*
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAAaW9:

*Where:*
Room 3400

*Calendar:*
Daniel Jorjani

*Created by:*
Gisella Ojeda-dodds

**10am - 11am  **Meeting to discuss Secretary's Top 10 Priorities**

*Video call:*
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gareth-rees?hceid=Z2FyZXRoX3JlZXNAaW9zLmRva:

*Where:*
Room 6120

*Calendar:*
Gareth Rees

*Who:*
James Cason, megan_bloomgren@ios.doi.gov, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Micah Chambers, Douglas Domenech, Gareth Rees, Daniel Jorjani, Downey Magallanes, Gisella Ojeda-dodds, Nancy Guiden, Laura Rigas, Amanda Kaster, Scott Hommel

*Description:*
Attendees: Jim Cason Scott Hommel Doug Domenech Dan Jorjani Meg Bloomgren
Downey Magallanes Micah Chambers Amanda Kaster

**11am - 12pm  **Weekly Admin w/MarcS**

*Where:*
JH/O

*Who:*
Kevin Haugrud, Edward Keable, Daniel Jorjani, Marc Smith

**12pm - 1pm  **Lunch w/Rossetti**

*Video call:*
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAAaW9:

*Calendar:*
Daniel Jorjani

*Created by:*
Gisella Ojeda-dodds

*Who:*
Daniel Jorjani, mrossetti@akingump.com

**1:30pm - 2pm  **Weekly Scheduling Review Meeting with Ethics and General Law**

*Where:*
Melinda Loftin's Office -- MIB 5309

*Calendar:*
Timothy Nigborowicz

*Who:*
Jennifer Heindl, Caroline Boulton, Joshua Campbell, Timothy Nigborowicz, Kimberly Benton, Leila Getto, Russell Roddy, Daniel Jorjani

**2pm - 3pm  **Interview with RGoeken**

*Video call:*
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAAaW9:

*Where:*
Rm. 6347 Main Interior 1849 C Street NW

*Calendar:*
Daniel Jorjani

*Created by:*
Mariagrazia Caminiti

*Who:*
Daniel Jorjani, richard.w.goeken@gmail.com
Daniel Jorjani

3:30pm - 4:30pm In-depth Briefing on FCRPS Litigation
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/lswanson?hceid=bHN3YW5zb25AdXNici5nb3Y.gk50:

Where: PNRO Conf. Rm 324 Conference call in #: 866-904-2910 pc: 4858687
Calendar: Linda Swanson
Who: Lynn Peterson, Daniel Jorjani, David Palumbo, Robert Wolf, Evann Rogers, Deborah Lawler, Michelle Brown, Linda Swanson, Jeremiah Williamson, Kerry Rae, BOR WRO PNRegionalLiaison, Scott Cameron, Lesa Stark, Ryan Nichols, Keith Saxe, Kathleen Carr, David Mabe, David Murillo, Carter Brown, Lorri Gray, James Hess
Description: Key SOL representatives to brief Scott Cameron on the FCRPS litigation

3:30pm - 4:30pm Pre-meet/Discussion For Upcoming Meeting w/State Alabama ESA CriticalHabitat Regulations Litigation
Where: (866) 410-9426 Conference code: 2025143743#
Calendar: jeffrey.wood@usdoj.gov
Created by: Daniel Jorjani
Who: Barsky, Seth (ENRD), 'kristen.l.gustafson@noaa.gov', Craig Aubrey, Kevin Haugrud, Benjamin Jesup, Ann Navaro, 'Angela.Somma@noaa.gov', Joan Goldfarb, jean.williams@usdoj.gov, Floom, Kristen (ENRD), 'Donna.Wieting@noaa.gov', Gary Frazer, brandon.middleton@usdoj.gov, Daniel Jorjani, 'RuthAnn.Lowery@noaa.gov', Bridget Fahey, Flax, Meredith (ENRD)

4:30pm - 4:30pm Phillip Kline call: 503-872-2783
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbWlud

Who: Mariagrazia Caminiti, Philip Kline, Daniel Jorjani
Going? Yes

Sat Apr 22, 2017
All day Keable A/L
Thu Apr 20, 2017 - Tue Apr 25, 2017
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbWlud

Who: Kevin Haugrud, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Daniel Jorjani, Edward Keable
Going? Yes

Sun Apr 23, 2017
All day Keable A/L
Thu Apr 20, 2017 - Tue Apr 25, 2017
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbWlud

Who: Kevin Haugrud, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Daniel Jorjani, Edward Keable
Going? Yes
Daniel Jorjani

Mon Apr 24, 2017

**All day  Keable A/L**

Thu Apr 20, 2017 - Tue Apr 25, 2017

Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbWlu:

Who: Kevin Haugrud, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Daniel Jorjani, Edward Keable

Going? Yes

8:30am - 10am  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)

Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani

Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

11am - 11:30am  O&C Act w/AFRC Heath Heikkila

Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/hheikkila-marig?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbWlu:

Where: Room 6357 and Dial In (515) 739-1423 Passcode: 787483

Who: Daniel Jorjani, Kathleen Benedetto, Mariagrazia Caminiti,hheikkila@amforest.org

Going? Yes

Description:  
Travis Joseph, President, AFRC Lawson Fite, General Counsel, AFRC We can use the following conference line, if appropriate: Dial In (515)739-1423 Passcode: 787483

12pm - 1pm  Lunch with Dan Jorjani

Where: Greenberry’s at 1805 E St NW

Calendar: mrossetti@akingump.com

Created by: Daniel Jorjani

Who: Daniel Jorjani, Mariagrazia Caminiti

1:30pm - 3:30pm  
Critical Habitat Regulation Meeting / State of Alabama v. NMFS (S.D. Ala.)

Where: Department of Justice, 950 Pennsylvania Ave., NW Room 2143

Calendar: jeffrey.wood@usdoj.gov

Created by: Daniel Jorjani

Who: Daniel Jorjani, Parks Gilbert, Kevin Haugrud

Description: (Visitors entrance on Constitution Avenue, between 9th & 10th)

1:30pm - 3:30pm  
Meeting on CH/"Destruction or Adverse Modification"

Challenge

Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/joan-goldfarb?hceid=am9hbi5nb2xkZmFyYkBzb2wu:

Calendar: Joan Goldfarb

Who:  
Joan Goldfarb, Benjamin Jesup, James Schindler, Daniel Jorjani, CraigAubrey, Parks Gilbert, Downey Magallanes, Ann Navaro, Rebecca Finley,Gary Frazer

Description:  
Attendees for Alabama Steve Marshall: Attorney General Andrew Brasher:Solicitor General, Division Chief Corey Maze: Special Deputy Attorney General (lead counsel) Robert Tambling: Environmental Section Chief Also: DOJ’s Acting AAG, Jeff Woods
3pm - 4pm  Acting Assistant Secretaries weekly Meeting with Jim Cason.

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/doi-gov-pkrrln3?hceid=amFtZXNfY2Fzb25AaW9zLmI

Where: Conf Rm 6120
Calendar: Gareth Rees
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who:
Catherine Callaway, Downey Magallanes, Timothy Williams, Kerry Rae, Laura Rigas, Todd Willens, Shirley Lewis, David Bernhardt, Gary Lawkowski, Douglas Domenech, Amanda Kaster, Amy Holley, Lori Mashburn, Nikolao Pula, Gareth Rees, Edward Keable, Roslyn Sellars, Benjamin Cassidy, Michael Anderson, Scott Cameron, Jason Larrabee, Micah Chambers, Tameka Lewis-Robinson, John Tahsuda, Todd Wynn, James Cason, Maureen Foster, Katharine MacGregor, Joseph Balash, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Kevin Haugrud, Daniel Jorjani, Richard Cardinale, Thomas Irwin, Virginia Johnson, Andrea Travnicek, Tracie Lassiter, Michael Black
Description: POC: Cathy Gulac, 208-1739

5pm - 6pm  DOI/DOJ call

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNlLmNhbWlu

Where: 866-704-2863 participant code: 3433355 Rm. 6357
Who: jeffrey.wood@usdoj.gov, angela.owens@usdoj.gov, Kevin Haugrud, Mariagrazia Caminiti, eric.grant@usdoj.gov, shanedda.bogan@usdoj.gov, Daniel Jorjani, jean.williams@usdoj.gov
Going? Yes

Tue Apr 25, 2017

8:30am - 10:30am  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9;

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

9am - 10am  check-in w/Laura Brown (DLR)

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud-la?hceid=amFjay5oYXVnecnVkJm5vC

Where: JHO
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Created by: Daniel Jorjani
Who: Laura Brown, Daniel Jorjani, Lois Wye, Aaron Moody

12pm - 12:30pm  Lunch

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9;

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
12:30pm - 1pm  **Review of Upcoming Secretarial Orders**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/cdr06?hceid=Y2RyMDZAAw9zLmRvaS5nb3Y.ins78n

**Where:** Office of the Secretary

**Calendar:** [b] (b) - Ryan zinke

**Created by:** Caroline Boulton

**Who:**
Daniel Jorjani, Downey Magallanes, Scott Hommel, Nancy Guiden, [b] (6) - Ryan zinke
James Cason

1pm - 2pm  **Pre-Brief re: EO Backgrounder with Media**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/laura-rigas?hceid=bGF1cmFcmLnYNAAAaW9zLmRva7

**Where:** Meg's office

**Calendar:** Laura Rigas

**Who:**
megan_bloomgren@ios.doi.gov, Daniel Jorjani, Micah Chambers, Kathleen Benedetto, James Cason, Downey Magallanes

1:30pm - 2:30pm  **weekly Admin w/MarcS**

**Where:** JH/O

**Who:** Daniel Jorjani, Edward Keable, Marc Smith, Kevin Haugrud

2:30pm - 3pm  **ITLO check-in**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud-ke?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVkJHvVbC

**Who:** Daniel Jorjani, Kenneth Dalton, Kevin Haugrud

2:30pm - 2:30pm  **Jorjani/Richardson**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdylWYNNhWlu

**Where:** DJ/O

**Who:** Daniel Jorjani, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Karen Richardson

**Going? Yes**

4pm - 5pm  **Westlands Water District mtg**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdylWYNNhWlu

**Where:** Main Interior Building 1849 C Street -SOL Conf Rm. 6340

**Who:**
Amanda Kaster, Scott Cameron, Daniel Jorjani, erojas@bhfs.com, Keith Saxe, Mariagrazia Caminiti

**Going? Yes**

**Description:** Erica: 202-652-2340 Luke Johnson, Johnny Amaral Ryan Smith Tom Birmingham

5pm - 6pm  **Daily Leadership Meeting**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVkJHvVbC5k

**Calendar:** Kevin Haugrud

**Created by:** Mariagrazia Caminiti

**Who:** Scott Hommel, Daniel Jorjani, James Cason, Douglas Domenech, Edward Keable
Daniel Jorjani

Wed Apr 26, 2017

8:30am - 10:30am  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Calendar:  Daniel Jorjani  
Created by:  Gisella Ojeda-dodds

10:30am - 11:30am  DMR Weekly Managers Mtg
Where:  RJ/O  
Calendar:  Kevin Haugrud  
Created by:  Daniel Jorjani  
Who:  Karen Hawbecker, Richard McNeer, Gary Lawkowski, Daniel Jorjani, Daugherty, Dennis, Bovard, Tom

12pm - 1pm  ESA lunches
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNlLmNhbWlu  
Where:  sol conf rm. 6340  
Who:  Ann Navaro, Benjamin Jesup, Daniel Jorjani, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Kevin Haugrud  
Going?  Yes

1pm - 2pm  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Calendar:  Daniel Jorjani  
Created by:  Gisella Ojeda-dodds

Thu Apr 27, 2017

8:30am - 10:30am  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Calendar:  Daniel Jorjani  
Created by:  Gisella Ojeda-dodds

10:30am - 11am  
Prebrief - In preparation for the 3:30pm meeting w/participants from the Navy RE: Trestles and National Historic Preservation Act (December 2016 Amendment)
Where:  3144  
Calendar:  Michael Reynolds  
Created by:  Janice DeSordi  
Who:  Michael Reynolds, Daniel Jorjani, Herbert Frost, Denise Mayo, stephanie_toothman@nps.gov, Sara Porsia, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Tasha Robbins, Maureen Foster, Louise Milkman, Paul Loether, Virginia Johnson

12pm - 1pm  Lunch
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:
Calendar:  Daniel Jorjani  
Created by:  Gisella Ojeda-dodds
1pm - 1:30pm  Devito/Jorjani/Haugrud
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbwWlu
Where: JH/O 6356
Who: Kevin Haugrud, Daniel Jorjani, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Vincent Devito
Going? Yes

2pm - 3pm  Bi-weekly Leadership Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbwWlu
Where: 6340
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Nancy Guiden, Douglas Domenech, Scott Hommel, Edward Keable, James Cason, Daniel Jorjani

4pm - 5pm  Aderhold Red River briefing
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbwWlu
Where: SOL conf rm. 6340 866-713-2836 participant code: 9833053 leader code-2461678
Who: Elizabeth Carls, Lance Wenger, romney.philpott@usdoj.gov, jason.hill@usdoj.gov, Charles Babst, Jr, Laura Brown, michelle-ann.williams@usdoj.gov, Kevin Haugrud, Aaron Moody, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Alan Woodcock, Daniel Jorjani
Going? Yes

Fri Apr 28, 2017

8:30am - 10:30am  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmIAW9;
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

8:30am - 9:30am  Politicals Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmIAW9;
Where: Room 3400
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

10am - 10:30am  CropLife & RISE w/Jorjani
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbwWlu
Where: SOL Conf Rm. 6340
Who: Daniel Jorjani, mdohey@pestfacts.org, ahobbs@croplifeamerica.org, mjtomalewski@croplifeamerica.org, Mariagrazia Caminiti, JVroom@croplifeamerica.org
11:30am - 12pm  Everglades - 6120 or call 1-888-558-9540, PC 9783271#
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gareth-rees?hceid=Z2FyZXRoX3JlZXNAaW9zLmRva

Where: 6120  
Calendar: Gareth Rees  
Created by: Catherine Gulac  
Who:  
Shannon Estezoz, Virginia Johnson, Ann Navaro, Gareth Rees, Maureen Foster, Keith Saxe, Daniel Jorjani, Kevin Haugrud, James Cason  
Description: Mr. Cason’s LC 1735533#

12pm - 1pm  Lunch
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9;

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani  
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 1:30pm  Job Serebrov call 870-883-0167
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9;

Where: call (number above)  
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani  
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti  
Who: Daniel Jorjani, jobserebrov@gmail.com

1:30pm - 2pm  Weekly Scheduling Review Meeting with Ethics and General Law
Where: Melinda Loftin's Office -- MIB 5309
Calendar: Timothy Nigborowicz
Who: 
Jennifer Heindl, Caroline Boulton, Joshua Campbell, Timothy Nigborowicz, Kimberly Benton, Leila Getto, Russell Roddy, Daniel Jorjani

2pm - 2pm  Tim Williams External Affairs re: O&C Cos Sequestration of Timber receipts
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9;

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani  
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti  
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Timothy Williams  
Description: re: O&C Cos Sequestration of Timber receipts status

3pm - 4pm  Alaska/Safari Club v Zinke litigation mtg
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNlLmNhbWlu

Where: 6340 call-in: 866-713-2836 participant code: 9833053, leader code (DC)2461678
Who: 
Joseph Darnell, Daniel Jorjani, Kenneth Lord, Benjamin Jesup, Virginia Johnson, Greg Siekaniec, Ann Navaro, Maureen Foster, Joel Hard, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Jim Kurth, Robert Johnston, Herbert Frost, Casey Hammond, Timothy Murphy, Michael Reynolds, Cynthia Martinez, Stephen Guertin, Edward Keable, Kevin Haugrud, Elizabeth Gobeski
Going? Yes
**4pm - 5pm**  BACK ON FOR TODAY: Mexican Wolf Case  
**Video call:**  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gareth-rees?hceid=Z2FyZXRoX3JlZXNAaW9zLmRva7

**Calendar:** Gareth Rees  
**Created by:** Catherine Gulac  
**Who:**  
Aurelia Skipwith, Tasha Robbins, Gary Frazer, Ann Navaro, Daniel Jorjani, Maureen Foster, James Cason, Kevin Haugrud, Virginia Johnson, Casey Hammond, Jim Kurth, Gareth Rees

---

**Mon May 1, 2017**

**11am - 12pm** Luke Johnson/Kevin Ewing mtg w/Jorjani  
**Video call:**  

**Calendar:** Daniel Jorjani  
**Created by:** Gisella Ojeda-dodds  
**Who:** erojas@bhfs.com, Kevin Haugrud, Matthew Ballenger, Karen Hawbecker, Daniel Jorjani  
**Description:** Regulation of Contractors

---

**12pm - 1pm** Lunch  
**Video call:**  

**Calendar:** Daniel Jorjani  
**Created by:** Gisella Ojeda-dodds

---

**2pm - 3pm** Daily Leadership Meeting  
**Video call:**  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVkQHNvbC5k

**Calendar:** Kevin Haugrud  
**Created by:** Mariagrazia Caminiti  
**Who:** Scott Hommel, Daniel Jorjani, James Cason, Douglas Domenech, Edward Keable

---

**3pm - 4pm** Acting Assistant Secretaries weekly Meeting with Jim Cason.  
**Video call:**  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov-doi-gov-pkrrln3?hceid=amFtZXNfY2Fzb25AaW9zLmI

**Where:** Conf Rm 6120  
**Calendar:** Gareth Rees  
**Created by:** Jean Parrish  
**Who:**  
Thomas Irwin, Michael Anderson, Tameka Lewis-Robinson, Douglas Domenech, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Andrea Travnicek, Jason Larrabee, Virginia Johnson, Maureen Foster, Micah Chambers, Joseph Balash, James Cason, Scott Cameron, Catherine Callaway, Richard Cardinale, Roslyn Sellars, Daniel Jorjani, Timothy Williams, Edward Keable, Kerry Rae, Michael Black, Tracie Lassiter, Amy Holley, Benjamin Cassidy, Katharine MacGregor, Nikolao Pula, John Tahsuda, Gary Lawkowski, Amanda Kaster, David Bernhardt, Laura Rigas, Todd Willens, Lori Mashburn, Todd Wynn, Shirley Lewis, Gareth Rees, Downey Magallanes, Kevin Haugrud  
**Description:** POC: Cathy Gulac, 208-1739
**Daniel Jorjani**

**4pm - 4:30pm  Venting and Flaring Letter**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gareth-rees-jam?hceid=Z2FyZXRoX3JiZXNAAwWzLm

**Where:** Room 6120  
**Calendar:** Gareth Rees  
**Who:** megan_bloomgren@ios.doi.gov, Micah Chambers, Daniel Jorjani, Amanda Kaster, James Cason, Gareth Rees

**Tue May 2, 2017**

**10am - 10:30am  Monument staffing w/Aaron/Ann**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhWlu

**Where:** JH/O  
**Who:** Mariagrazia Caminiti, Aaron Moody, Ann Navaro, Kevin Haugrud, Daniel Jorjani  
**Going? Yes**

**10:30am - 11 am  MBTA w/Ann/Ben/DJ**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhWlu

**Where:** DJ/O  
**Who:** Daniel Jorjani, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Ann Navaro, Benjamin Jesup  
**Going? Yes**

**11 am - 11:30am  Everglades Update - see meeting location for dial-in**

**Where:** 866-410-9426 passcode 6912155#  
**Calendar:** judith.coleman@usdoj.gov  
**Created by:** Daniel Jorjani  
**Who:** Keith Saxe, Ann Navaro, Louise Milkman, Daniel Jorjani, Jason Waniers, Bartell, Stephen (ENRD), Larry Mellinger, Brown, Mark (ENRD), Benjamin Jesup  
**Description:** 866-410-9426 passcode 6912155#

**11:30am - 12:30pm  Frank Banda w/Secy**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAAW:z

**Where:** Secy Office  
**Calendar:** Daniel Jorjani  
**Created by:** Mariagrazia Caminiti
1pm - 2pm  Arizona Stakeholder Meeting

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi/cdr06?hceid=Y2RyMDZAaW9zLmRvaS5nb3Y.3vn0iu

**Where:** Secretary's Conference Room, No. 6151

**Calendar:** 
(b) (6) - Ryan zinke

**Created by:** Caroline Boulton

**Who:**
Downey Magallanes, Christine Bauserman, Scott Hommel, Nancy Guiden, Daniel Jorjani, Alan Mikkelsen, Mariagrazia Caminiti

**Description:**
Topics: -Work with BLM for I-11 right of way between Douglas ranch and Wickenburg -BLM excessive claim of prior water rights against Arizona Department of Water Resources to stop development in Cochise County-Army Corps of Engineers study of 100 year storm flows of the SantaCruz Wash that may disregard historical flood/flow evidence and result in FEMA inappropriately remapping public private land in flood zones-USFWS and EPA involvement and actions providing legal support for environmental groups such as the Center of Biological Diversity and Earth Justice to use the ESA as a pretext under private legal claims to halt development in Cochise County, Arizona. -Federal and Indian lands in Arizona /Greater Phoenix and their capacity for energy generation-Bureau of Reclamation long term plans and strategy regarding Arizona/Greater Phoenix’s water storage and allocation from Colorado River attendees: Mike Ingram, Chairman, El Dorado Holdings Jim Kenny, President, El Dorado Holdings Hunter Moorhead, Crossroad Strategies Andy Warren, Maracay Homes Brad Wright, Squire Patton Boggs Tim Bidwill, Arizona Cardinals Mitchel Allen, Greater Phoenix Economic Council Bryan Smith, Greater Phoenix Economic Council Eric Orsborn, Councilmember, City of Buckeye Dan Henderson, Economic Development Director, Town of Gilbert Ken Strobeck, Executive Director, League of Arizona Cities & Towns Kevin Biesty, Deputy Director, Arizona Department of Transportation Jen Daniels, Mayor, Town of Gilbert Denny Barneay, Maricopa County Board of Supervisors Foster Friess, Founder of Brandywine Fund and Fox News Contributor/Commentator Lead Staff: Alan Mikkelsen

2pm - 3pm  Virginia Grebasch w/Secy

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

**Where:** SO

**Calendar:** Daniel Jorjani

**Created by:** Mariagrazia Caminiti

3:30pm - 4:30pm  Douglas Hasseback w/Secy

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

**Where:** SO

**Calendar:** Daniel Jorjani

**Created by:** Mariagrazia Caminiti

4:30pm - 5:30pm  Sage Grouse/RS 2477 Bogert et al.

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhWlu

**Where:** 6340 SOL Conf. Rm. Main Interior 1849 C Street

**Who:**
pblackham@utah.gov, Aaron Moody, Kathleen Benedetto, mbogert@parsonsbehle.com, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Gisella Ojeda-dodds, Daniel Jorjani, Kevin Haugrud, Douglas Domenech

**Going? Yes**

**Description:** Kathleen Clark - Public Lands
Daniel Jorjani

Wed May 3, 2017

7am - 8am  Breakfast with RRibbentrop
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvmphbmlAaW9:

Where: Metro 29 Diner, 4711 Lee Hwy, Arlington, VA 22207, USA
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Richard Ribbentrop, Daniel Jorjani

10am - 11am  Follow up to Unified Regulatory Agenda revisions
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gary-frazer?hceid=Z2FyeV9mcmF6ZXJAZndzLmdvdq:

Where: Conference room 3038
Calendar: Gary Frazer
Created by: Lois Wellman
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Ann Navaro, Benjamin Jesup, Mariagrazia Caminiti, SarahQuamme, Bridget Fahey, Thomas Irwin, Joan Goldfarb, Casey Hammond, Roslyn Sellars, Gary Frazer

10:30am - 11:30am  DMR Weekly Managers Mtg
Where: RJ/O
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Who: Karen Hawbecker, Daniel Jorjani, Gary Lawkowski, Bovard, Tom, Daugherty, Dennis, Richard McNeer

1pm - 2pm  Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvmphbmlAaW9:

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

2pm - 3pm  Weekly mtg w/Ethics
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvmphbmlAaW9:

Where: DJ/O
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Melinda Loftin, Joshua Campbell, Gary Lawkowski

3pm - 4pm  check-in w/Laura Brown (DLR)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud-la?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVkQHNvbC

Where: JH/O
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Aaron Moody, Lois Wye, Laura Brown, Daniel Jorjani
3pm - 3:45pm
NOTE: Time Change -- Everglades overview briefing given by Shannon Estenoz
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/tasha-l-robbins?hceid=dGFzaGFfbF9yb2JiaW5zQGlv

Where: NPS Conference room 2023 main corridor, please call 866-615-6848 passcode 2277008
Calendar: Tasha Robbins

4pm - 4:30pm Jorjani/Richardson
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9z

Where: DJ/O
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Karen Richardson

5pm - 5:40pm Freemyer et al. w/DJ/KB
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNlLmNhbWlu

Where: Rm. 6340 SOL Conf Rm. - Main Interior 1849 C Street NW
Who: Daniel Jorjani, John Ruhs, Allen Freemyer, Kathleen Benedetto, Mariagrazia Caminiti
Description: Allen Freemyer, Laura Granier, Debbie Struhsacker

5pm - 6pm Mass Loberstmen call with DOJ
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/ann-navaro?hceid=YW5uLm5hdmFyb0Bzb2wuZG9p

Where: Tele.: 866-410-9426 Code: 1672735
Calendar: Ann Navaro
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Kevin Haugrud, Benjamin Jesup, Ann Navaro, Larry Mellinger

Thu May 4, 2017
7:30am - 8:30am Breakfast Meeting on NPS Issues
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/cdr06?hceid=Y2RyMDZAaW9zLmRvaS5nb3Y.b7tc4je

Where: White House Mess
Calendar: [b] (6) - Ryan zinke
Created by: Caroline Boulton
Who: Mariagrazia Caminiti, Daniel Jorjani, [b] (6) - Ryan zinke
Description: Staff: Dan Jorjani
10am - 11am  Everglades Briefing
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/maureen-foster?hceid=bWF1cmVibl9mb3N0ZXJh
Where: Room 6340 Call in information - 866-615-6848 Passcode 2277008
Calendar: Maureen Foster
Created by: Tasha Robbins
Description: If anyone have any questions, please let me know. Thanks, Tasha --202-208-4416

11am - 12pm  check-in w/Keith Saxe (DWR)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud-ke?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVkQHnbQ
Where: JH/O
Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Carter Brown, Keith Saxe, Scott Bergstrom

12pm - 1pm  Lunch w/Mary Josey Blanchard
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmpbmlAaW9;
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Mary Josie Blanchard, Daniel Jorjani
Description: 208-3406

1pm - 2pm  Sage grouse lit mtg
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNLmNhbWU
Where: SOL conf rm 6340
Who: Kevin Haugrud, Aaron Moody, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Aurelia Skipwith, Laura Brown, Daniel Jorjani, Kathleen Benedetto, John Ruhs, Casey Hammond, Michael Nedd
Going? Yes

5pm - 5:30pm  Discuss Antiquities Act EO
Where: 229 EEOB
Calendar: michael.j.catanzaro@who.eop.gov
Created by: Daniel Jorjani
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Downey Magallanes, Douglas Domenech, Campau, Anthony P. EOP/OMB, ebranstad@doc.gov, Mancini, Dominic J. EOP/OMB
8:30am - 9am  **Politics Meeting**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

**Where:** Room 3400  
**Calendar:** Daniel Jorjani  
**Created by:** Gisella Ojeda-dodds

10am - 10:30am  **Jensen/Smith w/Jorjan**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbWlu

**Where:** SOL conf rm. 6340  
**Who:** Carter Brown, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Daniel Jorjani, erojas@bhfs.com, Keith Saxe, ljensen@bhfs.com

**Going? Yes**  
**Description:**
On behalf of Freeport McMoRan, Ryan and Larry would like to discuss pending federal water right claims and ongoing adjudication in the state of Arizona.

11:30am - 12:30pm  **Lunch w/Aurelia**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9:

**Where:** Bistro  
**Calendar:** Daniel Jorjani  
**Created by:** Mariagrazia Caminiti  
**Who:** Tameka Lewis-Robinson, Daniel Jorjani, Aurelia Skipwith

1:30pm - 2pm  **Weekly Scheduling Review Meeting with Ethics and General Law**

**Where:** Melinda Loftin's Office -- MIB 5309  
**Calendar:** Timothy Nigborowicz  
**Who:** Jennifer Heindl, Caroline Boulton, Joshua Campbell, Timothy Nigborowicz, Kimberly Benton, Leila Getto, Russell Roddy, Daniel Jorjani

2pm - 3pm  **weekly Admin w/MarcS**

**Where:** JH/O  
**Who:** Kevin Haugrud, Edward Keable, Marc Smith, Daniel Jorjani

3pm - 4pm  **Eagle Horizon 2017 leadership briefing**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbWlu

**Where:** 6341 SOL Conf Rm.  
**Who:** Edward Keable, Kerry Trojanar, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Estle Lewis, Kevin Haugrud, Daniel Jorjani

**Going? Yes**

4pm - 4:30pm  **ITLO check-in**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud-ke?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVkJHhWbC

**Who:** Kenneth Dalton, Daniel Jorjani, Kevin Haugrud
Daniel Jorjani
Mon May 8, 2017

12pm - 1pm Lunch
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmIAaW9j

Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1:30pm - 2pm Melinda/EdM w/Dan Jorjani
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbWlu

Where: DJ/O
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Edward McDonnell, Melinda Loftin
Going? Yes

2pm - 3pm Daily Leadership Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVkBHNvbC5k

Calendar: Kevin Haugrud
Created by: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Scott Hommel, Daniel Jorjani, James Cason, Douglas Domenech, Edward Keable

3pm - 4pm Acting Assistant Secretaries weekly Meeting with Jim Cason.
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/doi-gov-pkrrln3?hceid=amFtZXNfY2Fzb25AaW9zLmI

Where: Conf Rm 6120
Calendar: Gareth Rees
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who:
Tracie Lassiter, Jason Larrabee, Catherine Callaway, Andrea Travnicek, Amanda Kaster, Edward Keable, Scott Cameron, Gareth Rees, Kerry Rae, Maureen Foster, Amy Holley, Roslyn Sellars, Nikolao Pula, Douglas Domenech, Joseph Balash, Michael Anderson, David Bernhardt, Gary Lawkowski, Downey Magallanes, Micah Chambers, Daniel Jorjani, Richard Cardinale, Thoma Irwin, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Katharine MacGregor, Timothy Williams, Benjamin Cassidy, James Cason, Tameka Lewis-Robinson, Shirley Lewis, Lori Mashburn, Todd Willens, Todd Wynn, Virginia Johnson, Laura Rigas, John Tahsuda, Kevin Haugrud, Michael Black
Description: POC: Cathy Gulac, 208-1739

4pm - 4pm Randal Bowman/DJ
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbWlu

Where: Rm. 6357
Who: Randal Bowman, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Daniel Jorjani
Going? Yes
Daniel Jorjani

Tue May 9, 2017

11am - 12pm DOI/DOJ Coordination call
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNIcGhsbmlAaW9z
Where: 866-704-2863 participant code: 3433355 Rm. 6357
Who: Gisella Ojeda-dodds, angela.owens@usdoj.gov, jean.williams@usdoj.gov, jeffrey.wood@usdoj.gov, shanedda.bogan@usdoj.gov, Mariagrazia Caminiti, James Schindler, Edward Keable, Kevin Haugrud, Daniel Jorjani, eric.grant@usdoj.gov
Going? Yes

12pm - 1pm Lunch
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmbmIA9A9w
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 1:30pm Hold - Do not schedule (Dan/Doug only)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmbmIA9A9w
Calendar: Daniel Jorjani
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds

2:30pm - 3pm ITLO check-in
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud-ke?hceid=amFjay5oYXVnckVQbHbvaC
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Kenneth Dalton, Kevin Haugrud

3:30pm - 4pm Dan/Peg - ESA overview
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNIcGhsbmlAaW9z
Where: DJ/O
Who: Peg Romanik, Daniel Jorjani, Mariagrazia Caminiti
Going? Yes

4pm - 4:30pm Melinda/Ed w/Dan
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNIcGhsbmlAaW9z
Where: DJ/O
Who: Edward McDonnell, Daniel Jorjani, Melinda Loftin, Mariagrazia Caminiti
Going? Yes

5pm - 5pm DJ/Cally Younger call: 208-854-3022
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNIcGhsbmlAaW9z
Where: call
Who: Mariagrazia Caminiti, Daniel Jorjani, cally.younger@gov.idaho.gov
Going? Yes
Daniel Jorjani

Wed May 10, 2017

11am - 12pm  Regulatory Reform Task Force Meeting
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gareth-rees?hceid=Z2FyZXRoX3JlZXNAaW9zLmRvaS
Where:  Room 6120
Calendar:  Gareth Rees
Description:  Attendees: Dan Jorjani Jim Cason Amy Holley Kate MacGregor Virginia Johnson Scott Cameron

12pm - 1pm  ESA lunches
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNlLmNhbWlu
Where:  sol conf rm. 6340
Who:  Ann Navaro, Benjamin Jesup, Daniel Jorjani, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Kevin Haugrud
Going?  Yes

1pm - 2pm  Thompson Divide leases
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/terri-debin?hceid=dGVycmkuZGViaW5Ac29sLmRvaS
Calendar:  Terri Debin
Who:  Terri Debin, Art Kleven, Matthew McKeown, Daniel Jorjani, Kevin Haugrud
Description:  Call-in number (866) 764-7697 Passcode 9189275

2pm - 3pm  Weekly mtg w/Ethics
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmlAaW9z
Where:  DJ/O
Calendar:  Daniel Jorjani
Created by:  Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who:  Daniel Jorjani, Melinda Loftin, Joshua Campbell, Gary Lawkowski

4pm - 4:30pm  Meeting with Dan Jorjani
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/vincent-devito?hceid=dmluY2VudF9kZXZpdG9AaW9z
Where:  Room 6136
Calendar:  Vincent Devito
Created by:  Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who:  Vincent Devito, Daniel Jorjani, Mariagrazia Caminiti

4pm - 5pm  weekly Admin w/MarcS
Where:  JH/O
Who:  Kevin Haugrud, Edward Keable, Marc Smith, Daniel Jorjani
Daniel Jorjani

Thu May 11, 2017

11am - 12pm  check-in w/Keith Saxe (DWR)
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jack-haugrud-ke?hceid=amFjay5oYXVncnVkJQHvbC
Where:  JH/O
Calendar:  Kevin Haugrud
Created by:  Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who:  Carter Brown, Scott Bergstrom, Keith Saxe, Daniel Jorjani

12pm - 1pm  Lunch
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvmphbmIAw9:
Calendar:  Daniel Jorjani
Created by:  Gisella Ojeda-dodds

1pm - 2pm  69 species possible stlmt terms mtg
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbWlu
Where:  sol 6340
Who:  Mariagrazia Caminiti, Daniel Jorjani, Ann Navaro, Kevin Haugrud, GaryFrazer, Benjamin Jesup, Joan Goldfarb, Casey Hammond
Going?  Yes

2pm - 3pm  Bi-weekly Leadership Meeting
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbWlu:
Where:  6340
Calendar:  Kevin Haugrud
Created by:  Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who:  James Cason, Nancy Guiden, Scott Hommel, Douglas Domenech, DanielJorjani, Edward Keable

3:30pm - 4:30pm  Senior Staff Meeting
Where:  SOL Conference Room 6340
Calendar:  Edward Keable
Who:  SOL-Associate & Regional Solicitors, Karen Richardson, SOL-FieldSolicitors, Daniel Jorjani, Marc Smith, Kevin Haugrud, Joshua Campbell, Downey Magallanes, Erica Niebauer, Stephen Palmer, Edward Keable, Richard Goeken, Sharon Pudwill, James Schindler, Gary Lawkowski
Description:  CALL IN INFORMATION: 866-508-0826 / Participant Code 7671758 (leadercode: 6851909)

Fri May 12, 2017

8:30am - 9am  Politicals Meeting
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmbhlAAw9:
Where:  Room 3400
Calendar:  Daniel Jorjani
Created by:  Gisella Ojeda-dodds
10am - 11am  **records briefing/sio-sol transfer**  
**Video call:**  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbWlu  
**Where:** 6356  
**Who:** Oluwarotimi Abimbola, David Alspach, Steven Hunt, Daniel Jorjani, Mariagrazia Caminiti  
**Going?** Yes

11am - 11:20am  **Reg SOL SWR (ABQ) Lance Wenger w/DJ**  
**Video call:**  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/lance-wenger-ma?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbWlu  
**Where:** 505-248-5613  
**Who:** Daniel Jorjani, Lance Wenger, Mariagrazia Caminiti  
**Going?** Yes

11:45am - 12:45pm  **Lunch w/Mark Pfeifle**  
**Video call:**  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/daniel-jorjani?hceid=ZGFuaWVsX2pvcmphbmIAaW9z  
**Calendar:** Daniel Jorjani  
**Created by:** Mariagrazia Caminiti  
**Who:** mark@otrstrategies.com, Daniel Jorjani

1pm - 5pm  **Personnel Planning**  
**Video call:**  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/james-cason?hceid=amFtZXNfY2Fzb25AaW9zLmRva  
**Where:** South Penthouse  
**Calendar:** Gareth Rees  
**Who:**  
Tasha Robbins, Scott Cameron, David Mihalic, Virginia Johnson, Edward Keable, Michelle Brown, Katharine MacGregor, Gareth Rees, Karen Richardson, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Michael Anderson, Lori Mashburn, Daniel Jorjani, Vincent DeVito, Mary Pletcher, Scott Hommel, Douglas Domenech, James Cason, Micah Chambers, Nancy Guiden, Natalie Davis

1:30pm - 2pm  **Weekly Scheduling Review Meeting with Ethics and General Law**  
**Where:** Melinda Loftin's Office -- MIB 5309  
**Calendar:** Timothy Nigborowicz  
**Who:**  
Jennifer Heindl, Caroline Boulton, Joshua Campbell, Timothy Nigborowicz, Kimberly Benton, Leila Getto, Russell Roddy, Daniel Jorjani

5:30pm - 6pm  **Cally Younger call w/DJ 208-854-3022**  
**Video call:**  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/marigrace-camin?hceid=bWFyaWdyYWNILmNhbWlu  
**Where:** 208-854-3022  
**Who:** cally.younger@gov.idaho.gov, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Daniel Jorjani  
**Going?** Yes